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(Issued by the Carded Woolen Manufacturer's Asso-

ciation, Boston, Mass., Feb. 6, 1922.)

Senator Smoot and "Scoured Content"
(Extract from the Senate Discussion of Schedule K

on June 8, 1909.)

Mr. Smoot:—"The reason is that it is absolutely
impossible of administration. That is one objection.

Another is that to administer it every pound of wool
that comes into this country would have to be
scoured. . . . Every manufacturer of woolen
goods first wants to assort his own wool, and the
success or failure of a woolen mill many times de-

pends on the assorting of wool. . . . This amend-
ment is impossible of administration. Take one
fleece of wool; I can take out of one fleece of

wool five grades of wool. Who is going to admin-
ister the provision? Is it going to be assorted at

the ports of New York or Boston, or whatever port
it enters into the United States? Is it going to be
scoured there? ... I will say again, I am posi-

tive that it cannot be administered successfully, and
no manufacturer in this country would approve of

such a plan. . . . No one can tell just what the
wool shrinks until it is scoured, and then there are

not two men who shrink vw)ol who will get exactly

the same result. If it was shrunk in New York port
it may show one result. If it was shrunk in Boston
port it may show a different result. It depends on
how the wool is scoured and it is impossible to tell

the shrinkage until it is scoured."

Answering the question whether he would prefer

a "scoured content" duty if it were capable of ad-

ministration, Senator Smoot said : "So far as that is

concerned, I wish to say that I do not want to take

into consideration or pass an opinion upon a propo-
sition that is absolutely impossible to carry out."

[Congressional Record, June 8, 1909. Page 2953.]
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THIS INTERESTS YOU
This pamphlet deals with a question that affects the w^elfare

of every man, woman and child in the United States,—the

question of what duties shall be placed on wool and wool

products from which clothing and articles of wool are made.

In advocating the only right way to assess these duties,

—

that is, on value,—and in exposing the evils resulting from

the wrong methods of the past and those proposed for the

future,—that is, involving specific duties,—we seek a settle-

ment of the question in the interest, not only of the carded

woolen industry, but of the American people, for whom wool

clothing is a necessity of life.

The pamphlet gives :

1. The brief presented by our association,

pages 3346-3361

2. The oral discussion before the Committee on
Finance, pages 3305-3324 and 3366-3369.

3 . A report on the experience of France in testing

wool for shrinkage during the World War,
illustrating the impracticability of a "scoured
content" duty on wool, pages 3362-3366.

4. An analysis of the Payne-Aldrich Schedule K,
pages 3324-3338.

5. An article on "The Tariff on Wool and Wool
Goods" pages 3338-3342.

6. An article on "How Much Wool to Make a
Found of Cloth" .? pages 3343-3346.

We ask everyone whose hands this pamphlet reaches, to

read it carefully and file it for reference.

CARDED WOOLEN MFRS, ASSO.
February 3, 1922. Boston, Mass.
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.TEMENT OF MR. SAMUEL S. DALE, CARDED WOOLEN MANTJ-
i?ACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, 67 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

.Ji#. Dale. Our association is composed of manufacturers of yarn
I cloth by what is known as the carded-woolen process, as dis-

guished from the worsted process. The manufacturers who com-
se this association are widely separated both by geography and by
;erest, being in no combine and being financially independent of
zh other. They are located in Wisconsin, Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland,
mnsylvania, the New England, and other States. Their combined
pital is $13,028,000; their annual product is $27,281,000; annual
ages, $6,936,989. They operate 1,362 broad looms, 305 narrow
i»ms, 120 knitting machines in connection with the carded-woolen
'ocesses, 449 set of cards, and 183,278 spindles.

They ask that Schedule K be revised on a straight ad valorem
isis; that the duties be ad valorem on wool, wool by-products, re-

aimed wool, partly manufactured goods, tops and yarn, and on
oth. They ask this because any .specific duty on products varying
) widely in value per pound is necessarily an unfair duty, discrimi-

ating in this industry against one class of manufacturers and
avormg another class, while at the same time placing a very heavy
•urden on the American people by reason of its acting as an em-
bargo on low-priced materials.

The specific duty on grease wool has been so thoroughly dis-

redited in years past that it is not necessary to spend very much
ime in demonstrating its character now. I will, however, give one
Uustration taken from several that are to be found in the brief we
Fill present.

At the London wool auction on Mai'ch 12 to 17, 1914, 35,000 bales

)f grease wool were sold, this being about the last sale before the

fvsLT broke out. The 11-cent duty if applied to this wool would have
^iven ad valorem equivalents varying from 36 per cent on the higher-

Driced wools to 147 per cent on the low-priced wools ; if the 15-cent

duty had been applied to the same wools, the variation in the ad
valorem equivalent would have been from 49 per cent to 200 per
2ent.

*

These high duties necessarily act as an embargo. When you place a

specific duty on wools varying so widely in value, you in effect say
in your law that wools over a certain value shall not be imported.
And the wools that are thus shut out are well adapted for warm,
durable, and in every way serviceable clothing for the American
ipeople.

The effect of the specific duty on grease wools is to exclude the

heavy-shrinking wools, because the value of grease wool depends
largely upon the amount of grease and dirt clinging to it, and which
is removed by the first process of scouring. The more grease and

, dirt that is attached to the fiber naturally the less is the grease wool
worth per pound.

3305
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3306 TARIFF WOOL, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Among the wools excluded by a specific the carded woolen manu-
facturers find a large part of the raw material adapted for their

needs. The carded woolen mills find their raw material largely in

the form of heavy-shrinking wools, while the worsted mills have
found their raw material largely in the form of light shrinking
wools. These conditions account for the discrimination and the
special privilege that a specific duty on grease wool creates between
the two great oranches of the wool manufacturing industry. If a
wool is light and shrinking, if there is very little grease and dirt

clinging to it to be scoured away and not used for making cloth, a
duty of a certain number of cents per pound is equal to a lower duty
per scoured pound than when there is a large amount of grease and
dirt on the fiber. That is self evident.

A specific duty on grease wool deprives the American people of a
large part of the raw material that is needed for the manufacture of
clothing that they wear on their backs, and for the carpeting under
their feet.

Senator La Foixette. Will you describe a little more fully the
class of wool that is thus excluded ?

Mr. Dau;. It is the wool of shorter fiber. Carded woolen machin-
ery is adapted for converting the shorter fibers into yarn. It is

carded and spun, whereas by the worsted process the wool is combed.
The wools adapted for carded woolen goods are largely heavy
shrinking.

Senator La Follette. Where are those wools chiefly obtained?
Mr. Daue. From South Africa, South America, Australia, and

New Zealand. From nearly all parts of the world where wool is

grown.
A specific duty on grease wools has had another effect : It deprived

the woolgrower of the protection that he expected. He has been led

to believe that the 11-cent duty on grease wool gave him a protec-

tion of 33 cents per scoured pound on the theory that it took
three pounds of grease wool to make one pound of scoured wool. As
a matter of fact, there is a large amount of wool of which it takes

only two pounds of grease wool, and even less to yield one pound of
scoured wool. Some wools shrink only 20 per cent; other wools
shrink as high as 80 per cent. One hundred pounds of the first-

named wool yields 80 pounds of scoured wool, while a hundred
pounds of the last-named wool yields only 20 pounds of scoured
wool. ,

Under the. 11-cent duty on grease wool the tendency was to import
the lighter shrinking wools. No wool was imported under this 11-cent

duty that shrunk much more than 50 to 55 per cent, while a large
quantity of it, much of it known as cross-bred, shrunk 30 to 33^ per
cent, instead of getting under an 11-cent duty on grease wool a
protection of 33 cents per pound scoured, the woolgrower received

a protection of about 18 cents per scoured pound; on some wools
much less than that. The average was probably 18 or 19 cents a
}K)und.

We come now to the specific duly on scoured wool. The value of
grease wool depends upon two main factors. One I have just men-
tioned, the amount of loose material clinging to the fiber, and which
is washed away. The other factor is quality, and by "quality" I

mean the leng(:h of the staple, fineness, elasticity ; in fact, the spinning
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TARIFF—WOOL AND MANUFACTUEES OF. 3307

qualities; all of the characteristics that go to make up the value of
woot for manufacturing purposes.

Scouring wool eliminates only one factor, the loose grease and dirt.

There still remains the other factor of quality. These two factors are

so inextricably mixed and criss-crossed that when the grease and dirt

are removed from wool there is practically as wide a range of values
as prevailed before scouring. Take, for example, the 30,644 bales

of scoured wool sold in London in 1911. The 33-cent duty applied
to that wool gives ad valorem equivalents ranging from 54 per cent
to 412 per cent.

Senator McLean. I was wondering whether the Fordney bill did
not put a limit on the ad valorem ?

Mr. Dale. Yes/sir ; and I will come to that. But I want to make
sure that our position is made clear in regard to the iniquity of spe-

cific duties on wool. The ad valorem limit in the Fordney is an
admission that we are right in regard to this matter, and that the
duty on wool should be ad valorem. I want to make clear the in-

iquity of specific duties on wool.
The 30,644 bales of scoured wool, sold in London in. 1911, with

the 33-cent duty applied, show variations in the ad valorem equivalent
from 54 per cent to 412 per cent. The man who imported $1,000
worth of the highest-priced wool would pay $540 at the United States

customhouse. The man who was fool enough to import a thousand
dollars' worth of the low-priced wool would be required to pay
$4,120 to get it through the customhouse.

Senator Gooding. Will you state the price that scoured wool in

London sold for that paid a duty of 400 per cent ?

Mr. Dale. The brief gives that, but I shall have to calculate it

mentally.
Senator Gooding. If it is in the brief it is all right.

Mr. Dale. It would be about 8 cents a pound.
Senator Gooding. For scoured wool?
Mr. Dale. For scoured wool.

Senator Gooding. How much would that be worth in the grease ?

Mr. Dale. I do not know what it shrunk, because it was scoured in

Australia and brought to London and sold at auction in the scoured
state.

Senator Gooding. Do we grow any of that class of wool in

America ?
'

Mr. Dale. I should have to ask you, Senator, because you know
so much more about wool than I do.

Senator Gooding. I am sure we do, and I am sure the price that

that wool sold for in London would not pay the freight on it from a

western State to Boston.
Mr. Dale. At the sale in London on March 12-17, before the

war broke out,- 6,359 bales of scoured wool were sold. The 33-cent

duty applied to that wool gives ad valorem equivalents varying from
47 per cent to 234 per cent, while the 45 cents duty—^the emergency
duty—ogives equivalents from 64 per cent to 319 per cent.

'fhe Fordney bill provides for a scoured content duty. I have just

shown by these figures taken from one of the largest wool markets
in the world that a scoured content duty would be an iniquitous

duty, a very burdensome duty, not only to manufacturers but to the

consumers; that it would be thoroughly unjust.
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3308 TAKIFF WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF.

I want now to point out that its administration would be impos-
sible. I could give that as my opinion based on my experience in

handling wool, and I think that any one here or elsewhere who has
ever had any experience in manufacturing wool into cloth would
agree with me that it is impossible to administer a scoured content
duty with the precision, with the freedom from the possibility of

fraud and error, that is required in administering a tariff law. But
I am going to give you some evidence that I have been fortunate

enough to secure within the last few months, and which I think will

be conclusive to all of you.
When the war broke out France was short of wool. The French

Government commandeered all of the wool in the country in the

hands of dealers and growers. The Government fixed the price at

5 francs per kilogram, scoured content. And for four years the

French Government was up against precisely the same problem that

the United States Government will be up against if a law is enacted
placing a duty on the scoured content of wool. Several months ago I

asked Robert Dantzer to give me a statement on the experience of
France in testing this wool. Robert Dantzer was then superintendent
of a mill at Larroque-d'Olmes, Ariege, France, down near the Ap-
ennines. He has had a long experience in manufacturing and served
for several years as professor in a textile school. He is a practical

manufacturer of woolen and worsted goods. During the war he was
placed in charge of the testing of textile materials, particularly
wool. So that he had personal charge of the testing of wool for the
purpose of applying this fixed price per kilogram, scoured content, to

the wool that the French Government took over. I have here his re-

port in French and my translation of it. I will give you the origi-

nal, if you want it, and will file the translation with you.
Mens. Dantzer states that they tried three methods of testing the

wool to determine its scoured content. The first method was by hir-

ing experts, the best experts they could get, to go around and view the
wool and give their opinion of what it would yield. The Government
found that this method was subject to serious errors. They could not
rely on it at all, and gave it up.
The next method they adopted was to draw a small sample of 5 or

10 kilograms from each lot and have it tosted in what tliey call con-
ditioning houses, tO' determine its scoured content. He reports that
invariably they found that these tests of small lots indicated a yield
higher than the yield that was obtained when the wool was scoured
at the mill.

Finally after trying these two methods and siiving up both of
them, they found that the only method by whioli they cduld jjet a
result that was approximately accurate was to scour a considerable
quantity of each lot.

The illustration that he gives shows that one bale out of 16 was
tcsd'd. In another part of his report he states that no test could be
relied on, unless they scoured a thousand kilograms, 2,204 pounds
of tlic wool. Taking the moderate illustration that he o;ivcs, 1 liale

out of 1(>, if that method had bwn in force in 1919, the ITnited States
Government Avonld have been compelled to scour and test nearly
30,000,000 pounds of wool, composed of an innumerable number of
lots ^alying widely in weight. It would liave been necessary to do
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TARIFF WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF. 3309

this either in Government conditioning houses or at the mills, and
in every case under the supervision of the sworn officers of the law.

It is only necessary to state such requirements in order to show the
impracticability of a scoured content duty on wool.

I have referred to the specific duty on grease wool. It is easily

administered; it is easy to cut a man's head off, but it is not very
conducive to health. The specific duty on scoured wool we find is

open to just as grave objections in regard to the variations of the ad
valorem equivalents, and furthermore, that it is impracticable. This
brings us to a wool duty based on value. No matter whether it is the
grease, washed or scoured, the market value automatically reflects

its adaptability for making clothing for the people. That explains
why an ad valorem duty is the only fair duty. A duty equal to a

certain part of the market value bears equally on everybody that

pays the cost of the material.

Senator Gooding. May I ask you how you find that value? How
is that value ascertained ?

Mr. Dale. Wool is a commodity whose value is well known in the

markets of the world, and I doubt very much if any undeirvaluation

of wool could exceed 5 or 10 per cent without gross collusion and
fraud.

Senator Gooding. You must find the scoured content, however, of

a pound of wool in order to know the value.

Mr. Dale. That is true, Senator Gooding. When the prospective

buyer looks at grease wool, he forms an opinion as to how much it

will shrink. That is one of the uncertain elements in buying and
selling.

Senator Gooding. Nevertheless, it is true, is it not, that every
pound of wool in the world is sold on its clean content, in order to

establish value, unless it is scoured?
Mr. Dale. I would modify that by saying that it is sold on the

two bases I have mentioned—one you have mentioned, the scoured
content ; the other is the quality.

Senator Gooding. And one is the market value, and the other is

the clean content there is in the wool ?

Mr. Dale. Why, no. The market value is the result of both fac-

tors—both the shrinkage and the quality, Senator. You can have
two lots of wools, one shrinking two-thirds and the other one-third

;

they are not worth the same price scoured, unless the quality is the

same.
Senator Gooding. Yes; I understand that. But in all wool, re-

gardless of its grades, before you can even set a price upon it you
must find out about what it is going to shrink, and then you can fix

the market value of that grade of wool ; that is the first step ?

Mr. Dale. Senator, I really think that statement should be modi-
fied by saying that before you can fix the market value of wool you
must determine not only its shrinkage and yield, but you must also

determine its quality, its adaptability for manufacturing purposes.

Senator Gooding. I agree with that, perfectly. But you must
eliminate the dirt that you speak of?

Mr. Dale. Oh, certainly.

Senator Gooding. And grease and all those things ?
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3310 TAKIFF—WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Mr. Dale. Certainly.

Senator McLean. You ask to have this ad valorem duty imposed
upon wool in the grease?
Mr. Dale. Upon all kinds of wool unwashed, washed, and scoured,

upon wool by-products, and upon reclaimed wool.
Senator McLean. We will assume that you are importing a lot of

wool in the grease. I understood you to say that it was very difficult

to ascertain the value of that wool before it is washed.
Mr. Dale. I do not say so. I say that the value of wool is very

well known in the markets of the world.
Senator McLean. I was assuming that, based upon your state-

ment, that several methods were tried for ascertaining the value of

a lot of wool, and that they were unsatisfactory ; that it was a very
difficult thing, unless you took a large portion of that wool and
washed it?

Mr. Dale. Yes ; to determine the scoured content, not the value.

Senator McLean. Assume that we have got an importation, and
the grower of the wool or the exporter is inclined to undervalue it.

What are our appraisers going to do about that lot of wool, to find

out its precise value ?

Mr. Dale. Well, if the appraisers are competent they will be able

to determine the value ; they first have the invoice as a basis.

Senator McLean. Have they not got, according to your own state-

ment, to wash a large percentage of that wool ?

Mr. Dale. No; I do not think so, because the values of wool in

the markets of the world are determined by people who make it their

business to buy and sell ; it is their life work. They buy wool largely

at auctions. Before the war these auctions published lists of their

sales, giving identification marks and price of each lot sold. Wool
became so high in price during the war that the British Govern-
ment discontinued the publication of these lists for fear that the
Australian woolgrowers would become dissatisfied by reason of the
spread between the enormous price in London and the low price
which the Australian grower was getting. Under normal conditions
the publication of these reports will be resumed. The wool dealers
of the United States will have these reports showing the price at
which each lot was sold at public auction in Australia and London,
auctions that are above suspicion.

Senator Gooding. That is, as to the shrinkage of the wool ?

Mr. Dale. No ; as to the value per pound, which involves both the
quality and the shrinkage.

Senator Gooding. Well, that is the point I am making, while it

takes the shrinkage, an important factor, of course, is the g'rade of
the wool.
Mr. Dale. It certainly is an important factor, but after you elimi-

nate the shrinkage, you still have these wide-spreading values, which
make a specific duty as iniquitious on scoured content as it is on the
grease weight.

Senator Gooding. That depends entirely on the fashions of the
country?
Mr. Dale. Yes ; fashions change ; they go one way, and then they

go the other.

Senator Gooding. I have seen the time that grease wool which you
are discussing was higher than fine wool and brought more money.
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Mr. Dale. Some fine wools are short and low in value and adapted
for carded woolen processes. It is not only the coarse wools that

are low in price. Let us take two lots of wool, each worth $100J300,.
one of them 50-cent wool, the other $1 wool, scoured. Put the 3S
cents per pound scoured on both lots and we get on one lot of wool
a duty of $66,000, 66 per cent; on the higher-priced wool we get a,

duty of $33,000, 33 per cent.

Suppose that wool comes in subject to an ad valorem duty of 50 per
cent and, by collusion and fraud or some kind of skullduggery in

the customhouse, it is undervalued 10 per cent, which can only hap-
j?en by corruption or neglect: The Government loses $5,000.

Here, under the 33-cent duty, assuming that the $66,000 duty
is the correct duty, the other lot is brought in for half that amount,
$33,000. Se we have legalized an undervaluation of 50 per cent, or

a loss of $33,000, as compared with the illegal undervaluation of 10

per cent, or a loss of only $5,000.

The Fordney bill puts 16 cents a pound on noils. I went into the
Boston market and picked up a lot of samples of by-products a few
months ago when I expected this hearing was coming on. The de-

tailed list is in the brief, but boiled down it shows that the 16-

cent duty on noils—the short fibers combed in the worsted process

—

gives a range of ad valorem equivalents from 31 per cent to 59 per
cent.

Thread waste, subject to 14 cents per pound, gives a range of ad
valorem from 40 per cent to 87^ per cent. Garnetted stock, on which
a 20-cent duty is placed, gives a range from 26 per cent ad valorem
to 100 per cent.

These high, duties can not be justified from any standpoint, whether
from the standpoint of justice to the manufacturers or to the con-

sumers, all of whom you represent.

Senator McLean. What percentage of the American-grown wool
is the high grade, and what percentage is the low grade ?

Mr. Daue. I would not want to answer that question, Senator.
I could not tell you. Wools vary widely in quality and by gradual
steps. I think it would be quite difficult to answer briefly in any
event, because the grades vary from coarse to fine, with variable

•quantities of each. The statistics of wool are very imperfect in

this country, and I question whether any answer that was given to
that

Senator McLean (interposing). Does the proportion of high-
grade wool in this country compare well with that of the imported
product ?

Mr. Daue. The proportion of it ?

Senator McLean. Yes.
Mr. Dale. Well
Senator McLean (interposing). Under your specific duty, as I

understand you, the protection makes the importation of low-grade
wools unreasonable.
Mr. Dale. Cheap wools—the low-priced wools ?

Senator McLean. Yes; and I was wondering whether the large

percentage of American-grown wool would get that protection or not.

Mr. Dale. Oh, that is the point ? Well, I really think that when
we come right down to it, we can not divide the clip of this country
into grades of wool and determine, with even approximate accuracy.
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3312 TARIFF WOOIi AND MANUFACTURES OF.

what protection' each one is getting under any particular duty. I do

not think that is possible.

Then there is reelaimed wool'J a very useful product, necessary for

clothing the human race. I obtained samples of this material, and

have given you the details of them in this brief.

Senator Cillingham. What do you mean by " reclaimed wool? "

Mr. Daij!. When you get through wearing your suit, they tear

it up.
Senator Dillingham. Oh, I understand—shoddy?
Mr. Dale. Yes ; shoddy. The Fordney duty on the grades given in

my 1 st varies from 22 per cent to 400 per ceiit. Reclaimed wool is a

very useful product for inaking clothing. It is a very much abused

product, and unjustly so. A wool fiber is as worthy of respect after

it has been converted again into a condition for manufacturing as it

was in the first place, because its value depends upon its length, upon
its spinning qualities, and its adaptability for making cloth ; and all

•of those factors combined are automatically reflected in the price

per pound.
Senator McLean. Can this reclaimed wool be spun?
Mr. Dale. Oh, indeed, it can. But it is generally mixed with

vrool and cotton. Goods may have been made of all shoddy, but I do
not know as I ever saw any ; I think it is a negligible amount.

Senator Gooding. The duties in the Fordney bill would be 22 to

400 per cent?
Mr. Dale. Yes.

Senator Gooding. On what?
Mr. Dai^. On reclaimed wool, wool rags, and shoddy.
Now, we corrie to that bone of contention, the compensatory duty

on goods. A compensatory duty is a duty placed on the manufac-
tured product which is equal to the amount of the duty that was im-
posed upon the wool that went into that product. This is done that

the American manufacturer may be placed on equal terms with his

foreign competitor, so far as the purchase ol raw material is con-
cerned. In order to be compensatory it must be equal to the wool
duty. I do not think we need spend much time in demonstrating that
it is impossible to attain that equality if the duty is specific, on the
grease weight. There is no way of doing it, because j'ou can no't

incorporate in a law all of the infinite number of ratios that exist

betAveen a pound of cloth and the Aveight of the wool that went into

that cloth. The variable shrinkage in scouring prevents the fixing of
such a ratio. In addition, there is a variation, although not so groat,

in the shrinkage between the scoured wool and the finished cloth.

For years we had various ratios incorporated in the old schedule K,
and the most famous of them was the " 4 to 1 ratio." In other words,
it was assumed tliat four pounds of grease wool was required to

make one pound of cloth. Consequently, witli a duty of 11 cents per
pound on grease wool, a so-called compensatory of 14 cents per pound
was placed on cloth.

I want to dispose of that adjustment in a very few words by re-

ferring you to five samples of wool goods m;ule by me, and on Avhich
T l)ave calniliited tlie coinpeiisatory duty of 44 cents per pound of
clotli and also the ll-cent duty on the wool that went into each of
these live fabrics.
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Senator McLean (interposing). Are those representative samples

?

Mr. Dale. Oh, I would not call them " representative." They rep-
resent a wide range of fabrics, but I would not care to present them
here as representing the product of this country.

Senator McLean. Oh, no ; I did not mean that.

Mr. Daub. No.
Senator McLean. But they are representative of their class; they

were not manufactured by you especially to arrive at a conclusion
to be presented to me here ?

Mr. Daue. Oh, no ; they were manufactured years ago. What is

representative about them is the variation in the shrinkages.
I base this calculation on 1,000 pounds of each fabric, subject to a

compensatory duty of 44 cents per pound, or $440. One of these
fabrics showed that the 11-cent duty on the wool that went into

1,000 pounds of cloth amounted to $39.27; the compensatory duty
was $440. That fabric was made of a mixture of wool and cotton, but
the old 4 to 1 ratio applied to cotton as well as wool when they were
mixed together.

The second sample showed a compensatory duty of $440 on 1,000

pounds of cloth, but the actual compensatory required was $118.69.

The third fabric shows the actual compensatory required to be
$209.88, whereas the compensatory imposed was $440.
The fourth fabric shows the compensatory required to be $254.21,

but the compensatory imposed was $440.
Senator Gooding (interposing). Just a minute, there, Mr. Chair-

man. You say some of these fabrics were made part of cotton ?

Mr. Dale. Two of them were.

Senator Gooding. Do you know what the other three were made of ?

Mr. Dale. Yes; I do; because I made them myself. They were
made of mixtures of all wool.

Senator Gooding. Eeworked?
Mr. Dale. No ; new wool.- I can give them to you with shoddy in

them that will show about the same variations ; but there is the dilB-

culty in calculating the compensatory for shoddy, on which there

was an enormous specific duty which prevented the importation
of the material. I took the new wool goods because the wool was
coming in subject to the 11-cent duty.

Senator Gooding. You got the benefit of that cheaper material that

went into it, did you not, as a manufacturer?
Mr. Dale. What cheaper material ?

Senator Gooding. Of the cotton.

Mr. Dale. On these two fabrics, yes; and they were sold for a

lower price.

Senator Gooding. But you got the protection, however ?

Mr. Dale. I am not speaking about protection ; I am talking about

compensatory duty, in which there was the concealed protection.

We are not trying to cover up anything. We are not asking for

any special privilege. We are not asking for any discrimination

against any competitors. We are not trying to get a tariff here that

will conceal anything. And that is why we are asking for a straight

ad valorem tariff on wool and wool goods.

Now, as to a compensatory duty with the wool duty on the scoured

content: If a scoured content duty on wool were practicable and if
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it were just—and it is neither—it would be possible to put a specific

duty on cloth that would balance approximately—not accurately, but
approximately—a specific duty on a scoured content, because the
variations in the shrinkage in manufacturing between scoured wool
and finished cloth are not so wide as they are between the grease wool
and the finished cdoth. But as this scoured-content duty is imprac-
ticable and unjust, I am not going to pay any more attention to a
compensatory duty on that basis.

I come now to the adjustment of the compensatory duty on an ad
valorem basis: For years we have been told that this adjustment was
impossible. I ask you to follow me through a few arithmetical cal-

culations, which I will simplify as much as possible, while I demon-
strate that the adjustment is not only possible but that the com-
pensatory duty can be adjusted very accurately to what is required.

Suppose that we have here an English fabric, and over here [illus-

trating]

Senator McCumber (interposing). May I ask you to pause here a
moment ?

Mr. Dale. Yes, sir.

Senator McCuaiBEK. You have reached a very important feature
of the subject that you are about to deal with, and I think probably
it would be better if we adjourn and take a recess and that j^ou begin
on that subject at 2 o'clock, if it is satisfactory to you.
Mr. Dale. That is all right. I will be on hand at that time.

Senator McCumber. The committee will stand at recess until 2
o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 1.10 o'clock p. m., the committee stood in recess
until 2 o'clock this afternoon.)

AFTER RECESS.

The committee reconvened at the expiration of the recess.

Senator McCumber. You may proceed, Mr. Dale.

STATEMENT OF MR. SAMEUL S. DALE—Resumed.

Mr. Dale. Before I take up the question of compensatory duties
I would like to refer briefly to two points, one of which I inadver-
tently passed over, the other of which two gentlemen have reminded
me that I did not make quite clear.

The first one which I passed over was the objection to an ad
valorem duty on wool, that it gave the least protection to the wool-
grower when the most protection was needed; that is. when prices
were lowest. That, in my judgment, assumes that an industry should
be set apart and protected by law against the ordinary fluctuations
of the market to which all other industries and the consumers are
exposed.
We think that tha;t would not be a fair arrangement, and that

under ordinary conditions, under the ordinary fluctuations, the ebb
and flow of markets, all of us should be exposed equally. When as
at the present time, following the Great War '

Senator Gooding (interposing). Mr. Chairman, I would like to
ask the gentleman a question at that stage.

Senator McCumber. All right.
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Senator Gooding. The fluctuation that occurs in prices is largely

in the raw material. Your cost of production Taries but very little;

that is, there is not any wide or wild fluctuations. Your wages are
about the same, usually, unless we have a great war

;
you have your

machinery and your overhead remains about the same. So that this

fluctuation that you speak of takes places in the raw material, not in
the manufactured products at all.

Mr. Dale. I think that you are correct that the fluctuations do
occur in the raw material, and I think you are mistaken in the as-

sumption that the fluctuations do not occur in manufacturing.
Senator Gooding. Not to the extent, I am saying.
Mr. Dale. In manufacturing the cost of fabrics depends largely

upon a full production, and in times of depression, when goods can
not be sold, machinery can not be run at full capacity, overhead
charges continue practically unchanged—^many of them unchanged

—

none of them reduced in proportion to the production, and the cost

per yard or pound consequently goes up. So that it seems to me if

you were engaged in manufacturing and had the practical experi-
ence you would not be so positive that all of these fluctuations in the
wool industry

Senator Gooding (interposing). That was not my statement. I
said that the greatest fluctuation did occur in raw materials. But it

is true when you have not a market for your goods that you shut

down your plant and, to a large extent, you get through with some
of your overhead expenses at the same time.

Mr. Dale. An idle mill is a very expensive proposition. It in-

volves a great losSj and a mill that is running on part production is

also a very expensixe proposition. You say that the fluctuations are
larger in the wool industry than in manufacturing. I will not deny
that, because I have not the figures to refute it, but my judgment is

that the statement is subject to grave doubts.

I was about to state, when I was interrupted, that at a time like

the present, following a great war, when all industries are subject

to these abnormal conditions. Congress can properly be relied upon
to apply emergency measures for correcting the extreme fluctuations

in value which bear so heavily upon industries as they are bearing
upon the wool industry. Congress has done that. But my reference

to that objection to the ad valorem duty related only to the ordinary
ebb and flow of market conditions. The other point which I was
reminded of, since the adjournment, was my answer to Senator Mc-
Lean in regard to the value of grease wool. I was told that I did not
make it quite plain that the value of greasj^ wool in its greasy con-

dition, before it is scoured, depends upon two factors, the shrinkage,

which it will undergo when it is scoured, and its quality after it is

scoured. If we have here a heavy shrinking wool offered for sale,

the price per pound is automatically depressed by the fact that there

is that proportion of material clinging to the fiber which will be
washed away and not used for manutactuing purposes.

I do not Imow whether I made my meaning plain to you previously

or not.

Senator McLean. You suggested that it was very difficult to ascer-

tain the value of a large 'quantity of uncleaned wool without examin-
ing a pretty good percentage of the volume ? -

Mr. Dale. Yes.
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Senator McLean. And it occurred to me that under those circum-
stances it might be different for an appraiser to estimate the vahie of
a large importation of wool.
Mr. Dale. That was a different point. I understood what your

point was and stated that the value of the wool is determined in the
markets of the world by men who have made it their life business to
buy and sell wool. I also went into the explanation of the auction sales,

which I do not think it is necessary to repeat now, sales that are above
suspicion and where the prices are, in normal times, a matter of
record.

Senator McLean. I think I understood your position to be exactly
this, that while it was difficult to ascertain the exact value, yet ex-

perienced men could estimate to within 5 or 10 cents a pound.
Senator Smoot. Five to 10 cents per pound ?

Senator La Follette. Percentage.
Senator McLean. Percentage of the value ?

Senator Smoot. If a man goes and buys wool and does not esti-

mate any closer than 5 to 10 cents per pound he can not remain in

business for any length of time.

Senator La Follette. Nobody said that.

Senator McLean. Five to 10 per cent of the wool.
Senator Smoot. That is what I mean exactly.

Senator Gooding. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness
how close, in his judgment, can they estimate, and do they estimate,
these experts who buy wool, to its real shrinkage that they find after
scouring ?

Mr. Dale. My experience corresponds with that of France, which I
am going to place on file, that no matter what a man's experience in
judging wool has been, if he is called upon to estimate the shrinkage
of wools with which he has not been familiar, wools that come from
all parts of the world, that he has not been accustomed to buying,
his judgment will be subject to very great errors, no matter what his
experience has been.

Senator McLean. Then, if that is so, are not our appraisers going
to labor under that same disadvantage?
Mr. Dale. That is an administrative question, as to whether you

can get competent men as appraisers who will perform the same
function for the Government that the buyers do for their employers
in the markets of the world.

Senator Smoot. Senator, the way that would be done—it is not by
being a judge of wool. They will take samples of the wool that will
come in, and they will scour that wool, and there would not be anv
guessing on the scoured basis of the wool. If they make some mis-
take in taking a sample, there will be an error, but I can not thinlc
there will be any danger of making that mistake. But what INIr. Dale
says in relation to the mere estimate as to the shrinkage of the wool
a man who has bought wool in a certain territory or in the United
States and bought it for years, can tell you almost to 1 per cent of
what that shrinkage of wool will be. If he is not able to do that he
has no right to buy wool for anybody.
But it is true that taking a wool from a foreign country, which

the man has never bought before, nor ever scoured, nor had any
experience with, he can not be iis good a judge of that as he will be of
wools he has been handling for years and years.
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Senator McLean. Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. Dale. I agree with that statement

;
yes.

There is one point that I think would be well to bear in mind in
estimating the shrinkage of wool. There is the eternal conflict be-
tween buyer and seller. The buyer will naturally estimate the
shrinkage to be greater than it really is ; the seller will be inclined
to estimate thnt it is less than it is.

Senator McLean. Yes ; but, as I understand you, that is for busi-

ness reasons.

Mr. Dale. That is for business reasons.

Senator McLean. Both of the parties can estimate very accurately.
They know and can know substantially the precise value of that wool,
and they, are there padding the price or subtracting for business
reasons ?

Mr. Dale. And the result of that conflict is the market value ; and
that, as I said, is normally a matter of record in the markets of the
world. It is well knoAvn. I have compared, this morning, the
possible undervaluation, under an ad valorem duty, with the legalized

undervaluation that you will get under any specific duty.
Senator McLean. I understood you to say this morning that these

French experts, who experimented extensively, found great difiicul-

ties in establishing the value of unwashed wool.
Mr. Dale. They found great difficulty in establishing the shrinkage

of grease wool.
Senator McLean. And it was for that reason that it seemed to me

that our own appraisers would meet with similar difficulties.

Mr. Dale. I can only repeat what I said a few minutes ago, that it

is an administrative question for the Government to secure the same
service in appraising the wool that the buyers and the sellers do in

establishing the market value.

Senator Gooding. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Dale
this question : Either on a specific duty or an ad valorem duty it will

be necessary to make an estimate of the clean content of the wool in

order to fix the ad valorem duty ?

Mr. Dale. Not necessarily if you have an honest invoice.

Senator Smoot. That is true if you have an honest invoice.

Senator McLean. If there is an opportunity to succeed in present-

ing a dishonest invoice, that is something we want to look out for.

Senator Smoot. Senator, there is no way of arriving at the value

of wool other than to know what the wool is going to shrink and what
the quality of the wool is. I do not care who buys it or who sells it

;

that has got to be the value of that wool.

Senator Gooding. Absolutely.

Senator McLean. Of all grades ?

Senator Smoot. Any grades.

Senator McCtjmbee. You all three agree upon that proposition ?

Senator Gooding. I am not quite so sure Mr. Dale agrees on that.

Senator McCtjmbee. Yes ; he has repeated it several times that that

was the basis in estimating the value.

Mr. Dale. In listening to you gentlemen I do not recall now any-

thing to which I take exception, and I do not recall anything that

conflicts with anything I have said.

Senator Gooding. Mr. Dale, in figuring the ad valorem duty, I

understood you to say that one of the objections to an ad valorem
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duty was that the Government could not find the honest duty of

wool without scouring it.

Mr. Dale. I do not recall saying that. I produced this French

evidence in order to demonstrate that it is impossible to administer a

scoured content duty.
Senator Gooding. Yes ; that is the point.

Mr. Dale. Not an ad valorem duty.
Senator Gooding. The point I wanted to make again is that

whether it is ad valorem duty or specific duty, the Government must
arrive at the clean content of a pound of wool before they can find

its value in some way or another ; that is the point I want to make
clear.

Mr. Dale. To that I would reply as I did a few monients ago,

that if the Government has an honest invoice, they have the market
value; and it would not be necessary to test it on the scale that

France found necessary during the war.
Senator McLean. Would it be diificult to apply the American val-

uation plan to your scheme of ad valorem duties ?

Mr. Dale. As for the American valuation, I do not know what it

is. I understand that this committee has quite a corps of Treasury
experts engaged in finding out what it is. We are not taking sides

for or against the American valuation, but we think that is a per-

fectly reasonable plan for us to wait until the Government which
proposes to impose it informs us what it is.

All of these illustrations have been purposely based upon the for-

eign value, not for the purpose of advocating the foreign value or of
opposing the American value, but because that is the basis upon which
we have been brought up from childhood to base our calculations

and our ideas of manufacturing and of wool values. I tried diflFer-

ent formulas, seeking one that would make it possible to base some
intelligible calculations on the American value, and I finally gave it

up. But I do not want to cast any discredit upon American valua-
tion at this time. I only state the reason why I made my calcula-
tions on this foreign basis.

I have demonstrated the impossibility of adjusting the compensa-
tory duty properly when the wool duty is specific, based on the
grease weight, and I passed over the compensatory duty based upon
the scoured content because that duty is both unjust and imprac-
ticable.

Now we come to the compensatory duty on an ad valorem basis.
Let us assume that we have here two fabrics just alike, one made
abroad and one made in the United States ; that this foreign fabric
represents a cost of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for all the
other items that make up the value. In other words, that a dollar's
worth of that cloth is represented by 50 cents worth of wool and 50
cents for conversion.

Let us assume that there is a duty of, say, for illustration, 10 per
cent on the wool, and that the conversion cost in the United States is

10 per cent higher than abroad. We have increased each half of the
foreign cost by 10 per cent, and increased the total cost by 10 per
cent. So that an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent on the foreiVn
fabric would raise the cost to $1.10, equal to the American cost.
Thus the ad valorem duty on the cloth would balance with scientific
precision both the wool duty and the increase in the conversion cost.
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This accurate adjustment would be obtained regardless of what the

proportions of wool and conversion costs might be. But the wool
duty is not likely to equal the increase of the conversion cost. And
in that divergence between the ad valorem dutj' that may be placed
upon wool and the percentage of increase in the conversion cost that

may exist between foreign countries and the United States lies the

only variable factor in adjusting an ad valorem duty on goods to

compensate for the wool duty, and to protect the American manu-
facturer on account of the increased cost of conversion.

Let us, again for illustration only, assume that we have a duty of
50 per cent upon the wool, and that the conversion cost in the United
States is 100 per cent higher than it is abroad. Our 50 cents' worth
of wool will be increased by the duty 50 per cent, making the

American cost of the wool 75 cents. The 50 cents for conversion
abroad will be increased by 50 cents—that is, 100 per cent—making
the American conversion cost $1, the total American cost being $1
for conversion and 75 cents for wool, or $1.75. So that a 75 per cent

duty placed on the foreign value will equalize the wool duty and the
increase in the conversion cost. But wool goods do not all represent
60 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion.

Some goods cost more for wool than they do for conversion, and
other goods will cost less for wool than they do for conversion.

Let us take a fabric that represents the extreme in one direction,

say a fabric that abroad costs 40 cents for wool and 60 cents for
conversion. Let us also assume that we have adjusted the tariff on
cloth at 75 per cent ad valorem on a 50-50 basis. Now, we have this

fabric that is on a 40-60 basis. The 40 cents' worth of wool is in-

creased 50 per cent and becomes 60 cents. The 60 cents for conver-

sion is increased 100 per cent, to $1.20. So that in America the $1.20

and the 60 cents make the American cost $1.80, and on that particu-

lar fabric it would require 80 per cent to balance the wool duty and
the increase in the conversion cost.

In other words, the sinking of the proportion of wool to 40 per
cent, which I believe will be practically the extreme, has resulted in

our duty based on the 50-50 basis being 5 per cent too low.

It will not be necessary for me to run through the calculation, as

you can readily see that on a foreign fabric of which the wool rep-

resents 60 per cent of the -cost and the conversion 40 per cent the

reverse condition will exist, and that instead of the 75 per cent duty
on cloth being 5 per cent too low, it will be 5 per cent too high.

This variation in the proportions of wool and conversion costs is

the only variable factor in adjusting an ad valorem duty on goods

to balance the wool duty. and the increase in the conversion cost.

I hope I have made this clear.

I have been speaking of goods which are made of all-wool fiber.

There are goods made of mixtures of wool and cotton. We suggest

that if an ad valorem tariff is enacted into law that an investigation

be made, and it need not be very complicated or extended in order to

be adequate, to determine to what extent the total duty could be re-

duced on these mixed goods in order that an excessive and concealed

compensatory duty may not exist. We believe that concealed pro-

tection in any form is one of the greatest evils, and a great danger

to the cause of protection.

86883—22 2
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Senator McLean. In the plan you have just suggested, where you
apply ad valoi'em and your percentage of conversion costs to the

wool, would not you have to rely almost entirely upon the honesty of
the appraiser or invoice ?

Mr. Dale. I was just coming to that. No ; I do not think so, and
for this reason : In the case of the vast bulk of mixed goods it would
be easily possible by an analysis to determine the proportions of the
wool fiber and the other fibers, and on that basis it would be possible
to adopt a graduated reduction of the duty on mixed goods, graduated
in accordance with the increase in the percentage of other than wool
fiber. It is my judgment that this can easily be done.

Senator McLean. I assumed you were talking entirely of wool.
Mr. Dale. I have in my talks so far, but there are vast quantities

of fabrics

Senator McLean (interposing). That would add to the complica-
tion?

*

Mr. Dale. Yes; but when I compare the great simplicity of the

ad valorem duty, which I have laid before you to-day, with the untold
complications in Schedule K that have tormented the country for

nearly 60 years, I look upon this adjustment of the duty on mixed
goods in order tO' make the tariff honest as the merest bagatelle in

administrative complications.
Senator Smoot. You do not mean by that that the cotton that may be

in a piece of woolen goods will carry the value of the woolen goods
right in the Payne-Aldrich bill?

Mr. Dale. No.
Senator Smoot. But you do npt mean to say that under this pro-

vision that goods carrying the cotton warp, wool filling, or mixed
filling would carry the wool duty ?

Mr. Dale. I do not want it to.

Senator Smoot. Nor do I ; and therefore have you not minimized
the result of this beyond reason when you say "it is a mere baga-
telle?

"

Mr. Dale. No ;
I was comparing the administrative problem with

the complexities of the old schedule K. You might find that my plan
would involve getting a pair of scales and some chemicals and boil-

ing out the wool and perhaps raveling the threads, which is being
done every day in the New York customhouse. Judging that work
by itself we might say " That is quite a complicated process." But
I was talking in a comparative sense.

Senator Smoot. For instance, one year there were 12 pairs of
.blankets shipped into the United States by one manufacturer to
see how cheap they were making them in Germany. Tlicy were all
cotton with the exception of a few threads in the border, and because
of the few threads in the border they were compelled to pay the all-

wool duty upon the blankets, and that brought the duty upon those
blankets to over 500 per cent ; and that is one of the attacks made
upon the Payne-Aldrich bill, and that can not be done under Uiis
bill; and it ought never to have been allowed under the Pavne-
Aldrich bill.

Mr. Dale. I think it can be done under the Fordney bill. The
method of adjusting the compensatory duty on wool goods, which
I have explained, will serve also for the protective duty. In the
illustration I have combined the two. I come now to a very impor-
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tant point, the adjustment of the rates on different products, on
manufactured products, tops, yarn, and cloth. The theory of protec-
tion is that it should balance the difference in cost. It is impossible
to determine the difference between the American and the foreign
cost of production, because one of those values, the foreign cost, will

always remain an unknown quantity. But it is possible, and easily

possible, for you to determine the American cost, and then on that
basis you can adjust the duties on the assumption that the ratio
between the foreign conversion cost and the American conversion
cost remains t]j.e same for the different classes of goods—tops, yarns,
and cloth.

We desire to suggest that if you adopt an ad valorem basis for
Schedule 11, you secure data from manufacturers, giving them all

an opportunity to supply you with the information, which will en-
able you to adjust equitably these rates on tops, yarn, and cloth.

Each of the two products, tops and yarn, is a raw material for one
class of manufacturers and the finished product of another class.

And unless the rates on these products are properly adjusted
there is bound to be discrimination and special privilege between the
different groups of producers. We think it will be easily possible
for you to obtain the necessary information. It should come to you
and be held in the strictest confidence, because there is no informa-
tion that is more jealously guarded, and more properly so, than
the information regarding, the manufacturing costs in a mill. But
you must have this information in order to adjust these duties prop-
erly. The carded-woolen manufacturers whom I represent are ready
to give it to you with the proper safeguards that it be held in strict

confidence and used only for the purpose of making the tariff fair

to all.

Senator Smoot. In that connection, I suppose you vould give the
average costs?
Mr. Dale. I hardly think I would, because there is sometimes

nothing more misleading than an average. I think that it would
be well to call for costs on definite products, and have your ques-

tionnaire as simple as practicable, with questions that can be easily

answered, but comprehensive enough and going into sufficient detail

to prevent your being mislel.

Senator Smoot. I would not care how brief or comprehensive the

questions may be if the mills are not all making tops and yarns at

the same price. That is why I suggested you could not take the low-

est, nor can you take the highest. We would have to arrive at some
happy medium.

. Mr. Dale. I did not understand you. I think when you select a

particular product that it would be necessary for you, perhaps, to

use your judgment and take what you thought was right—the aver-

age—or, if there were any special conditions existing that would
warrant your doing so, to take a lower cost or a higher cost. That
would be one of the questions for you to decide when you came to it.

Senator McCumber. After you have obtained the average of the
American cost, will you compare that average American cost in order
to determine what the duties will be ? The same product might cost

twice as much in France as it did in Japan and cost as much in

Great Britain as it did in France? What are you going to take as
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the basis for your comparison in order to determine what should be

the compensatory duty ?

Mr. I)ai-e. I would let it be based on your judgment and the best

information obtainable regarding comparative conditions at home

and abroad. The Tariff Board report of 1911 stated that the con-

version cost for tops—I am speaking now from memory, and I

may" not get the figures exact—was approximately 80 per cent higher

than in England.
Senator McCumbee. And how much higher than in Germany i

Mr. Dale. I can not give the figures for Germany. .

Senator McCumbee. How much higher than in France?

Mr. Dale. I was coming to that. The report stated that for yarn

and cloth the French cost was approximately the same as the Eng-

lish.

Senator Watson. Do those costs still obtain ?

Mr. Dale. I am coming to that in a moment.
When it came to yarn, the report stated that the conversion cost

was approximately 100 per cent higher in this country than in Eng-
land and France, but that the cost difference on different fabrics

varied widely. As I recall it, the lowest was somewhere around 75

per cent higher in this country. On some fabrics the difference in

conversion cost went up to 150 per cent—147, as I recall

Senator Watson (interposing). Are those 1912 figures of any
value now?
Mr. Dale. I am coming to that in a minute. That is a very im-

portant question, and I want to answer it, but I want to state what
those figures are first. Here are extracts from the Tariff Board
report

:

The difference in the cost of turning wood into tops in this country and Eng-
land varies with tlie quality of the tops. Considering all grades, it may be stated
that 80 per cent represents a rough approximation of the excess of the American
cost over the English.
Worsted yarn. * * * in England the method of frame spinning is the

more common, and on the Continent mule spinning. Tlie latter is the more
expensive process. Comparing frame spinning in England with frame spinning
in the United States—which is the common method here—it may be said that
although there are wide variations in both countries from mill to mill, tJie

, conversion cost for the same quality and count of yarns in the United States
is about twice that of England. * * *

* * * The difference of manufacturing cost here and abroad of woolen and
worsted fabrics (from yarn to finished cloth) v.aries greatly, according to the
character of the fabrics. The main processes included are weaving, finishing,

and dyeing. The figures of tlie board show that the cost of t.urnins' yam into
cloth in the United States compared with England is all the way from CO to
170 per cent higher, according to the character of the fabric.

For a great variety of fabrics the American conversion cost is 100'

to 150 per cent greater than the English cost.

Those figures are nine years old. Since then there has been a great
Will'. Everything has been upset. But it is the best information that
we have, and we are giving it to you, and if we had better informa-
tion we would give you that. Kcvising a tariff at a time like this
involves meeting this ])roblem, and I can not give you any further
infojmation than is given there. Tt might be possible for the Tariff
Commission to give it to you. I have applied to them and they say
they have not got it in a form for mc. They say that it is not in
their possession.
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Still, every one seems to be agreed that the tariff will have to be
revised. So, with the light that is shining on the question and with
what judgment we can bring to bear on its solution, we have certain

rates to suggest.
First, however, there is the question of a duty on wool. The wool

manufacturers buy wool, and it is not fitting for them to come here
and speak with too great' emphasis regarding what duty should be
put upon a product they buy. The duty on wool under the Dingley
and Payne-Aldrich bills for 1908—this is grease wool—was 46.15
per cent; in 1909 it was 53 per cent; in 1910 it was 47 per cent; in

1911, 46 per cent; in 1912, 49 per cent; in 1913, 50.86 per cent; and
in 1914, 46.68 per cent.

The carded woolen manufacturers will be satisfied with any ad
valorem duty on wool that is satisfactory to the American people,

and that includes the wool growers. Any rate that is satisfactory to
Congress, to the wool growers, and to the American people will be
satisfactory to us, providing it is a fair duty, and that means provid-
ing it is ad valorem.

So, with these figures before us, confronting the problem of fixing

rates on wool, yarn, and cloth, we start with the suggestion that you
consider a 50 per cent duty on wool.
Senator Walsh (interposing) . What is it in the Fprdney bill ?

Mr. DAtE. It is 35 per cent on the American valuation, and ac-

cording to our calculations that, allowing a 5 per cent profit to the
importer, is equal to 65 per cent on the foreign value. But all of my
discussion here is based on the foreign valuation, in order to keep it

uniform and understandable.
Senator Walsh. With the past law ?

Mr. Dale. Yes, sir; starting with that suggested rate of 50 per
cent on wool

Senator Walsh (interposing). You mean, of course, that if the
American valuation carried in the House bill ?

Mr. Dale. Well, I referred to that before you came in, and I
repeat now that we do not pretend to understand what the American
valuation is.

Senator Walsh. That is all in the record ?

Mr. Dale. Yes.

Senator Walsh. I do not want to take the time of the committee.
I thank you.
Mr. Dale. Starting with the suggested rate on wool, we suggest"

that in accordance with the method I have tried to explain here
to-day you adjust the rates on yarn on the assumption that the cost

of foreign yarn is made up of 70 per cent for wool and 30 per cent

for conversion, that the cost of foreign cloth is made up of 50 per
cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion, and that the American
conversion cost of both yarn and cloth is 100 per cent higher than
the foreign cost.

Without going through the calculations, which I have already ex-

plained, that gives us 50 per cent ad valorem on wool, 65 per cent ad
valorem on yam, and 75 per cent ad valorem on cloth.

Senator Gooding. I would like to say, Mr. Dale, that the Tariff

Board's estimate is 40 to 60—60 for the wool. When there is a tariff

on woolj they held that the conversion cost to the manufacturer is
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40 and 60 ; wool is on the free list, and the present price reduced is

50/50, but with the protection it is 40/60.
Mr. Dale. Yes.
Senator (iooding. That is their finding after very exhaustive in-

vestigation ?

Mr. Dale. Well, we hope—and I am confidently counting upon
your giving sympathetic consideration to these suggestions—we hope
that you will subject them to all the acid tests that you can bring

to your command.
Senator Watson (interposing). Senator tjooding, to what report

do you refer ?

Senator Gooding. The report on Schedule K.
Senator Smoot. Of course, that would all depend on what class

of wool ?

Senator Gooding. That is, the average. I think that is generally

accepted.

Mr. Dale. I have come to about the end of my story. I have here

our brief and the translation of Robert Dantzer's report, which I

would like to have entered in the record. I also have a document
which I prepared for the Tariff Board on August 12, 1910, being
an analysis of the Payne-Aldrich Schedule K, that we would like

to have entered in the record. Chairman Page has given his consent
to my entering it in the record to-day. It was very carefully pre-

pared ; it took me three or four months to prepare it, and it is boiled

down, I think you will find it rather useful.

Senator McCumber. Without objection, they may be printed in

the record.

(The documents referred to and submitted by Mr. Dale are here
printed in full, as follows:)

An Analysis of the Payne-Aldrich Schedule K.

Boston, Mass., August 12, 1910.

To the Tariff Board,
WasJiington, D. C.

Sirs : I have the honor to submit this my report in response to your request
as per the following memorandum :

The Tariff Board desires from Mr. Dale

—

First. A general statement in regard to the woolen schedule of the present
tariff law and where are its defects and the spots where changes should be made.

Second. An outline of methods of investigation to be adopted in studying
costs of production in this and foreign countries in each branch of the woolen
industry, which should include: 1. Raw wools. 2. Yarns. 3. Wastes, shoddy,
tops, etc., as covered by paragraphs 372 to 375, inclusive. 4. Cloth: (o)
Worsted ; ( 6 ) carded wool. 5. Carpets and rugs.

Third. The names of persons whose ability and experience have qualified them
to do the proper work in investigating the woolen schetlule.

THE WOOL and WOOL GOODS SCHEDULE.

As regards its general plan Schedule K of the present tariff law is the same
as in the tariff Inw of 1867. There have been changes in details from time to
time, but these changes have been without effect on the plan and objects of the
law, which may be outlined as foUovi's:

THE CLASSIFICATION OF WOOL.

Raw wools as they come from the sheep, camel, goat, and like animals, are
divided Into three classes:
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Class 1. Wool of Merino blood, immediate or remote, to which have been
added certain other wools, such as Bagdad, China lamb's wool, etc.', as described
in paragraph 361.

Class 2. English and Canadian long-combing wools, an^ sjmilar wools, mo-
hair, alpaca,- and camel, hair, as described in paragraph 362.

Class 3. Carpet wools, as described in paragraph 363.

THE TAKIFF ON WOOL AND BY-PKODTJCTS.

The rates of duty on the various wools under the present law are as follows

:

Class 1. (o) Unwashed, that 'is, not washed on the sheep's back, 11 cents a
pound. (6) Washed on the sheep's back, 22 cents a pound, (c) Sorted, 22
cents a pound. Wools may, however, be skirted without increase of duty above
11 cents, (d) Scoured, 33 cents a pound.

Class 2. (a) Unwashed or washed, 12 cents a pound, (if)) Sorted, 24 cents a
pound, (c) Scoured, 36 cents a pound.

Class 3. (a) Valued at 12 cents or less, 4 cents a pound. (B) Valued at more
than 12 cents, 7 cents a pound, (c) If containing not more than 8 per cent of
grease or foreign substances, the above rates (a and 6) are increased to three-
fold, that is, 12 cents and 21 cents, respectively.
The rates of duty on wool by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy) under

the present law are as follow: (o) Top waste, slubbing waste, roving waste,
ring waste, and garnetted waste, 30 cents a pound. (6) Reclaimed wool
(shoddy), 25 cents a pound, (c) Noils, 20 cents a pound. (<*) Yarn waste, 20
cents a pound, (e) Rags,, mungo, and flocks, 10 cents a pound.

THE TARIFF ON MANUPACTTIEBS OF WOOL.

The foregoing list covers, with a few unimportant exceptions, the raw ma-
terials for wool manufacture as classified in Schedule K of the present law. We
now come to partly and fuUy manufactured products consisting wholly or in
part of wool.

Partly manufactured material: (o) Tops, which are wool combed for manu-
'acture into worsted yarn ; valued at not more than 50 cents, 24i cents a pound
and 30 per cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 20 cents, 36S cents a pound
and 30 per cent ad valorem. (6) Roving, which is worsted ready for the spin-
ning process (paragraph 376) : Valued at not more than 40 cents, 33 cents a
pound and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 40 cents and not above 70
cents, 44 cents a'pound and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 70 cents, 44
cents a pound and 55 per cent ad valorem, (c) Tarns : Valued at not more than
30 cents, 27J cents a pound and 35 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 30 cents,

38J cents a pound and 40 per cent ad valorem.
F.nished goods: (a) Cloths, knit fabrics and all manufactures not specially

provided for, valued at not more than 40 cents, 33 cents a pound and 50 per
cent ad valorem ; valued above 40 cents and not above 70 cents, 44 cents a pound
and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 70 cents, 44 cents a pound and 55 per
cent ad valorem. (6) Blankets: Valued at not more than 40 cents, 22 cents a
pound and 30 per cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 40 cents and not more
than 50 cents, 33 cents a pound and 35 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 50
cents, 33-cents a pound and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(c) Flannels : Valued at not more than 40 cents, 22 cents a pound and 30 per
cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 40 cents and not more than 50 cents,

33 cents a pound and 33 per cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 50 cents, the
same as dress goods.

(d) Women's and chQdren's dress goods made with a cotton warp: Valued
at not more than 70 cents a pound and not more than 15 cents a square yard. 7
cents a square yard and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 70 cents
a pound and more tlian 15 cents a square yard, 8 cents a square yard and 50
per cent ad valorem ; valued at not more than 70 cents a pound and not more
than 15 cents a square yard, 7 cents a square yard and .55 per cent ad valorem

;

valued at more than 70 cents a pound and more than 15 cents a square yard, 8
cents per square yard and 55 per cent ad valorem ; weighing over 4 ounces per
square yard, 5 per cent ad valorem less than the rates on cloths. .

(e) Women's and children's dress goods made wholly or in part of wool and
not specially provided for : Valued at not more than 70 cents a pound, 11 cents

per square yard and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued at more than 70 cents per
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pound, 11 cents per square yard and 55 per cent ad valorem; weighing over.

4

ounces per square yard, the same as on cloths.

(/) Clothing, Icnitted articles, and felts not woven: Forty-four cents a pound
and 60 per cent ad valorem.

(g) Narrow fabrics and lace (paragraph 383), 50 cents a pound and 60 per
cent ad valorem.

(7i) Axmlnster and Wilton carpets (paragraphs 384 and 385), 60 cents per
square yard and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(i) ^Brussels carpets (paragraph 386), 44 cents per square yard and 40 per
cent ad valorem.

(;) Velvet carpets (paragraph 387), 40 cents per square yard and 40 per
cent ad valorem.

(7c) Tapestry Brussels carpets (paragraph 388), 28 cents per square yard
and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(I) Treble ingrain carpets (paragraph 389), 22 cents per square yard and
40 per cent ad valorem.

(m) Two-ply ingrain carpets (paragraph 390), 18 cents per square yard
and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(n) Rugs (paragraph 391), 10 cents per square foot and 40 per cent ad
valorem.

(0) Bockings (paragraph 392), 22 cents per square yard and 40 per cent
ad valorem.

iP) Carpets, mattings, and rugs of wool not specially provided for (para-
graph 393), 50 per cent ad valorem.

PLAN OF SCHEDULE K.

In the foregoing, outline of Schedule K the rates, instead of being given in
the complicated phraseology of the law, have been reduced to definite terms
for the sake of clearness. A brief examination of the plan on which the
present wool and wool-goods tariff has been framed will, however, aid us in the
study of- the schedule.

COKBING AND CLOTHING WOOLS.

When Schedule K was framed wools for clothing were divided into class 1
and class 2 in order to separate tlie clothing wool for carded woolen goods
(class 1) from the combing wools for worsted goods (class 2). The develop-
ment of the wool-manufacturing industry has deprived this classification of its

original significance.

Whereas in 1867 practically all wools suited for American worsted mills
were included under classes 2 and 3, while class 1 wools were used almost
entirely for carded woolen goods ; now class 1 wools, as well as class 2. wools,
are used for worsted.
While wools of rather short staple can be, and are, combed, principally by

what is known as the French system, the broad distinction between combing
wools for worsted goods and clothing wools for carded woolen goods is in the
length of the staple, the longer wool being specially adapted for worsted, and
the shorter wool for carded woolen goods. Moreover, it is only by the carded
woolen process that large quantities of wool material, such as very short wool
and by-products from wool manufacturing can be manufactured into wool
goods.
When Schedule K was first framed, in 1867, combing wools of class 2 had

been coming in free of duty from Canada in a washed condition—that is,

washed on the sheep's backs, a process which removed more or less of the
grease and dirt from the wool and reduced by that amount the slirinkage in
the subsequent manufacturing process of scouring. As the custom of wushing
the sheep before shearing was so firmly established in Canada and in Great
Britain in 1867 that it could not be changed, it was iknided that worsted
wools—that Is, class 2 wools, should be exempted from the provision by which
the duty on washed wools was made double the duty on unwaslied wools, and
should be admitted at a single rate of duty. The rate on class 2 wools, washed
and unwashed, was fixed at 12 cents, and that on class 1 wools nt ll' cents if
unwashed, and 22 cents if washed.
Thus it is that the development of the wool-raanufacturins industry, while

leaving those classifications unchanged for 4:? >enrs, has brought about the
present situation under which a part of the wool suited for worsted is admitted
in the washed condition at 12 cents a pound, while the duty on other waslied
wools is doubled.
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THE TAHIFF ON CAHPKT WOOLS.

Carpet wools were placed under a separate classification, class 3, at a lowei
duty on the theory that they competed less with American-grown wools than did
wools of classes 1 and 2.

Wools vary so widely in quality and the requirements of carded woolens,
worsteds, and carpets are so diverse that no class, fication by processes of manu-
facturing can be exact. A small quantity of class 2 wool is used in the manu-
facture of carded woolen goods, while more or less carpet wool, class 3, is used
for worsteds and carded woolens.
The specific duties on by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy) are arbitrary,

having no regular relation to the value of the materials nor to each other.

COMPENSATOET DUTIES.

The tarifE on partly or wholly manufactured wool materials consists of a
compound duty ; that is, a specific and an ad valorem rate. The specific duty is

ostensibly imposed for the purpose of compensating the domestic manufacturer
for the increase in the cost of goods resulting from the tarifE on the raw
material. For example, if the American manufacturer makes a fabric in which
the wool costs 70 cents a yard, of which 20 cents is due to 'the tariff, while the
foreign manufacturer is able to obtain the wool for the same cloth at a cost

of 50 cents a yard because he is not required to pay any duty on his raw ma-
terial, it is evident that a duty of 20 cents a yard would place the American
and foreign manufacturers on the same competitive basis in the American
market as if there were no tariff on either wool or goods.
This compensatory duty in our tarifC law is based on the assumption that

a definite weight of unwashed (grease) wool is required to produce one pound
of partly or fully manufactured materials, this compensatory ratio varying with
the different stages of manufacturing, and with the value of the material at
each stage.

Tops are a product of one of the preliminary processes of worsted spinning,
and it is assumed that 2J pounds of unwashed wool is required to produce 1

pound of tops valued at not over 20 cents a pound ; and that 3^ pounds of wool
(unwashed) is required to produce 1 pound of tops valued at more than 20
cents. Accordingly the specific or compensatory rate per pound on the former
is fixed at 21 times the duty (11 cents) on a pound of unwashed wool, or 24|
cents ; while the specific duty on the latter is fixed at 36§ cents, which is 3J
times the duty (11 cents) on a pound of unwashed wool.
This method' of fixing the specific rate is used with different ratios for yarn

and cloth. The ratios for yarn are 2i and 3i, according to the value ; for cloth,

3 and 4, according to the value ; for blankets, 2 and 3 ; for flannels, 2, 3, and 4.

Owing, however, to the greater volume of the trade in cloths valued at more
than 40 cents a pound, the ratio of 4 to 1, with the resulting compensatory duty
on cloth of 44 cents a pound, is the one with which the public is most familiar.

The compensatory duty on clothing is derived from the duties on cloths. As
the weight of clothing is made up not only of wool cloth but largely of other
materials, the compensatory duty is without question entirely arbitrary, having
no definite relation to the ratio between tie weight of unwashed wool and the
weight of the wool garment.

Felts not woven and knitted garments bear th^ same compensatory duty as

clothing.

In framing the compensatory tarifE on dress goods, carpets, and rugs the

rates are based on the area of the fabric. As these goods vary widely in weight
per square yard, the compensatory rates are necessarily without definite relation

to the amount of duty on the wool required for their manufacture.
The compensatory and ad valorem duties on partly manufactured products

not specially provided for are, by the blanket paragraph 376, made the same
as the duties on wholly manufactured goods under paragraph 378. The only

important commercial product coming under this blanket provision is roving,

which Is worsted ready for the spinning process.

PEOTECTIVE BATES.

The ad valorem duties on partly and wholly manufactured wool goods have

for their professed object the protection of the domestic manufacturer against

foreign competition.
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DEFECTS OF SCHEDULE K.

Having made a general survey of the wool and wool-goods schedule, I will

now consider its defects.

SPECIFIC DUTIES ON WOOt,.

The first defect to claim attention is the placing of specific duties on wool
carrying large quantities of grease and dirt and varying widely in utility even
after the grease and dirt are removed by scouring. The grease and dirt

adhering to wool are of no value in the production of cloth and ordinarily are
run to waste. In the few cases where the wool grease is reclaimed the gain
is negligible as far as this tariff investigation is concerned.
The shrinkage of grease wools subject to the 11 and 12 cent duties varies as

much as from 10 to 80 per cent, and the heavy shrinking wool when scoured
may be of a short staple and defective quality, while the light shrink ng wool
when scoured may be of a high grade and value. It is evident that under such
conditions a straight specific duty will result unavoidably in extreme varia-

tions. These variations are disclosed by applying the specific duty to wool as
it is sold in the principal wool markets of the world and reducing such duties

to their ad valorem equivalents. The ad valorem equivalents in such a test are
an accurate indication of the variation of the duty, because of the price of wool
being determined by the shrinkage of the grease wool and by the utilitj- of the
scoured fiber. Early in 1909 I applied the Dingley specific duties (which wore
the same as the Payne rates) to the different lots in about 60,000,000 pounds of
wool sold at the London auctions in January and February of that year. The
unwashed wool on which the duty was 11 cents a pound varied in price from 2
cents to 47 cents a pound, nnd as a result the ad valorem equivalent of the
specific duty varied from 23 per cent to 550 per cent. This illustrates a
fundamental defect in the wool and wool-goods schedule.

WASHED WOOL.

Moreover, tliis specific duty, which is fundamentally defective, is made even
more objectionable by certain irregularities in its application.

If wool of class 1 has been washed on the sheep's back, the specific duty is

doubled. I have found no, reliable dnta hearing on the loss of weight by washing
sheep. One grower estimated it at 15 per cent. This loss could be determined
only by weighing the sheep before washing, after washing and drying, and
again before shearing. It is safe to conclude, however, that the loss is not
far from 15 per cent, which would warrant raising the duty from 11 cents to
13 cents. The present tariff law, however, increases the duty to 22 cents,
making it prohibitory for all practical purposes.
The application of the Dingley specific duties to 60,000,000 pounds of wool,

already mentioned, showed that on washed wool the ad valorem equivalents
varied from 22 per cent to 733 per cent. It is doubtful if any wool is imported
on which the duty is more than 75 per cent.

SOHTED WOOL.

If wool has been sorted or increased in value by the rejection of anv part of
the original fleece, the specific duty Is doubled. Assuming that this clause
means that the rejections are not subject to the double duty, I will illustrate Its
effect by applying the rates before and after sorting to a lot (E 231) of 10,618
pounds of Australian wool sorted under my supervision

:

Unsorted

:

10,618 pounds, at $0,2144 $2,276 50
Duty (11 cents), 51.3 per cent ad valorem.-.., 1,' 1C7! 98

Duty paid ~^,ll4. 48

Sorted : *'

'

10,618 pounds, at $0.2]44_._ 2 276,50
Cost of sorting 2

"' "67' 96

T, ,
2,344.46

Duty

:

10,311 poundw body sort, at lt!0,22 $2, 2G.S 4'>

307 pounds rejections at $0,11
""'

"ss! 77

Total duty, 98.2 per cent ad valorem o
, 302. 19

Duty paid 4 jmr err
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Thus, by sorting this lot of wool at a cost of $67.96, the duty was Increased
by $1,134.21—that Is, from $1,167.98 to $2,302.19, or from 51.3 per cent to 98.2

per cent ad valorem. In other jvords, this lot of wool, If imported unsorted,
would cost $3,444.48, duty paid. If sorted, at the trifling cost of $67.96, it

would cost $4,646.48, duty paid.
Such increases raise the cost of wool to prohibitory .figures and make the

duty an impassible barrier to the importation of foreign wool, with a greatly
strengthened induceraent to evasion of the law.

THE SKIRTING CLAUSE.

The skirting clause has the following proviso (par. 368) :

" That skirted wools as imported in 1890 and prior thereto are hereby
excepted."

I have been unable to discover that the United States customs authorities
have any samples of fleeces showing how wool was skirted in 1890 or prior
thereto, or that. they have any exact definition of how wool was skirted at
that period. Moreover, it is incredible that the woolgrowers of distant countries
observe any rules for skirting wool to make it conform to any definite inter-

pretation of the skirting clause of our tariff. Trustworthy information leads
me to the conclusion that skirting, as defined by the clause of our tariff law,
is but little more than a tradition, dating back more than 20 years, and
leaving its present application to the practically .unchecked discretion of sub-
ordinates in the customhouses. The seriousness of such a condition will be
understood from the fact that wool passed as skirted is subject to a single

duty of, 11 or 12 cents a pound, while wool passed as sorted is subject to a
double duty of 22 or 24 cents,

A clause like the Girting proviso, which is incapable of exact interpretation
and strict enforcement, is a serious defect in any tariff law. Under its loose

and vague provisions those charged with enforcing the law can nullify the intent
of other provisions in the statute, as the sorting clause is to a large extent
nullified in our law.

THE TARIFF ON SCOURED WOOL.

The duty on wools of classes 1 and 2, if imported sroured, is three times
the duty on unwashed wool. Such duties would be uniform if 3 pounds of
unwashed wool was always required to produce 1 pound of scoured wool.

As a matter of fact, however, the great bulk of the world's wool clip shrinks
much less than 66f per cent in scouring, some of it shrinking as little as 10
per cent. The result is that only the lightest shrinking grease wools are
imported into the United States in order to get the benefit of the lowest possible

duty per scoured pound. On wool shrinking 33J per cent, of which large

quantities are imported, the duty of 11 cents per grease pound is equivalent

to 16i cents per pound scoured, or just one-half of the duty of 33 cents on wool
' imported scoured. The cost of scouring, like the cost of sorting, amounts to

but very little—about one-half cent -per pound scoured, being as insignificant
^ compared with the additional duty imposed as is the cost of sorting.

The 33 and 36 cent rates on scoured wool serve two objects. They cause •

the exclusion of all that large quantity of wool which is offered for sale in

foreign markets in the scoured condition and which is well adapted for the

production of low-priced but very serviceable wool clothing. In addition these

rates on scoured wool lead many American wool growers into the mistaken

belief that they represent the duty on imported wool on a scoured basis.

If the grease and dirt are removed from wool in foreign countries, there is

no good reason why the scoured wool should not be admitted to the United

States at a fair rate of duty, but the 33 and 36 cent rates make importation

of scoured wools commercially impossible. The irrational character of the

wool duties in this regard is illustrated by the fact that grease wool of class 1,

shrinking, say, 30 per cent, if imported in the grease, is subject to a duty

equal to 15? cents per scoured pound, while the same wool, if- scoured at a

trifling cost abroad and imported in the scourecl condition, is subject to a duty

of 33 cents per scoured pound.
BY-PRODUCTS.

The defects in the duty on wool by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy)

are that with unimportant exceptions they are so high as to be prohibitory,
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and being specific bear no regular relation to the utility of the materials.

The duties on wool by-products also exhibit the defect inherent in specific

duties, that they bear most heavily on the cheaper materials. For example,
worsted noils valued at 20 cents a pound are subject to a duty of 20 ceiits,

which is 100 per cent of the value, while noils valued at 40 cents a pound are
subject to the same specific duty—20 cents—which is only 50 per cent of the
value. The efCect of this straight specific duty is that low-priced noils suited

for the manufacture of low-priced but serviceable clothing are excluded from
the United States, while a small quantity of high-priced noils is imported for

use in the manufacture of high-priced goods.

The utilization of the by-products of wool manufacture and of reclaimed
wool is essential in providing the people with an adequate supply of wool
clothing because of the relatively small amount of new wool annually sheared
from the world's sheep. It is therefore of great importance that no unnecessary
restriction be placed on our access to these useful materials. Restricting the

supply of them has two unavoidable results—it increases the cost and encour-

ages the adulteration of wool goods.

MANUFACTtTKED GOODS.

We now come to the tariff on partly or wholly manufactured goods. The
principal defect here is that the compensatory rates of duty do not correspond
to the amounts required to compensate the manufacturer for the increased cost

resulting from the tariff on the raw material. It is ipevitable that this should
be the case, because the rates are based on assumed ratios between the weight
of unwashed wool and of the materials made from it. As we have seen, the
ratio between tie grease weight and scoured weight of wool varies approxi-
mately from 10 to 80 per cent. Owing to the further variation in the shrinkaee
in manufacturing it follows that even greater diversity will be encountered in
the actual ratio between grease wool and partly or wholly manufactured goods.

THE 4 TO 1 BATIO.

A ratio of 4 to 1 is adopted for grease wool and cloth which costs more than
40 cents a pound. This 4 to 1 ratio is approximately correct for wool shrinking
62 per cent in scouring. If all wools shrunk 62 per cent in scouring, the com-
pensatory tariff, based on the ratio of 4 to 1, would be a nearly perfect system.
Instead, however, of all wools shrinking 62 per cent, a large part of the world's
clip, enough to supply easily the demand for imported wool in the United
States, shrinks much less than 62 per cent. Moreover, the specific duty on
grease wool operates, as we have seen, to exclude the heavy wool for which
the 4 to 1 ratio is correct.

Very little wool shrinking more than 50 per cent is imported, while much of
the wool brought into the United States shrinks much less, some of it, like

mohair, shrinking only 10 per cent. The result is that the compensatory duty
is invariably in excess of the amount required, the excess going to swell the
protection to the manufacturer. This defect can not be remedied by reducing

'

the legal ratio between grease wool and cloth, because the average ratio between
grease wool and cloth, even if It could be determined, would not answer for
assessing compensatory duties. Wool is used by the mills, not in lots of average
shrinkage but to suit the fabric to be made. One cloth may be made of the
lightest shrinking wool ; another of the heaviest. For that reason compensatory
rates based on the average ratio between grease wool and finished cloth would
be excessive on some goods and deficient on others. It should be borne in
mind that the 4 to 1 ratio is not an average ratio, but is close to one extreme,
representing the ratio between cloth and wool shrinking about 62 per cent.

I have selected the 4 to 1 ratio for Illustration because it is so well known,
but what has been said regarding it is true of the other assumed ratios between
grease wool and tops, roving, yarn, cloth, knit goods, and felts.

PABAGBAPH 376.

Paragraph 376 of the present Schedule K is a blanket clause by which all

partly manufactured wool materials not specially provided for are made duti-
able at the rates imposed on cloths under paragraph 378. Under this blanket
paragraph roving, which Is a product advanced to a condition ready to spin
Into yarn, is dutiable as finished cloth.
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Thus the compensatory tariff on roving is not only higher than on the yarn
made from it, but it is, in fact, higher than on the finished cloth made from it,

because, owing to the waste in manufacturing, the roving is heavier than the
•cloth.

GOODS COMPOSED IN TABT OF WOOL.

A further defect in the compensatory rates is their application to goods made
of mixtures of wool and other materials, such as cotton, hemp, jute, wool waste,
•and reclaimed wool (shoddy). On such goods the excess of the compensatory
rate above that actually required is greatly increased.

HOW MUCH WOOL TO MAKE A POtiND OP CLOTH.

Additional information regarding the compensatory duty and the shrinkage in
tnanufacturing will be found in the two accompanying articles, " Tariff on Wool
and Wool Goods," and "How Much Wool to Make a Pound of Cloth?" The
former givescomparisons of the legal compensatory duty with the amount actually
required on 11 fabrics of widely different constructiqn. The latter gives the
result of a test to determine the shrinkage in manufacturing wool goods, which
-covered the production of the Hecla Mill at Uxbridge, Mass., for a period of
nearly. four years (1886-1890).
The use of different ratios for manufactured materials of different values

«uch as 2i and 3J for tops, 2i and 3i for yarns, or 3 and 4 for cloths, is a rough
attempt to correct some of the extreme variations in the compensatory rate to
which I have called attention. They fall far short of what is required, as will
l)e seen by applying any one of the compensatory rates to a number of lots of
merchandise dutiable under it. In the case of felt not woven, and knit gar-
ments, even this rough attempt at equalization is omitted, and the compensatory
•duty is based on a uniform rate of 4 to 1 regardless of value.

THE HIGHEST TABIFF ON THE CHEAPEST GOODS.

Another defect inherent in the specific duties is that thej bear more heavily
on the cheaper grades of goods. This defect is but partially corrected by the
reduction of the specific or compensatory duty on goods under a certain value.
For example, a wool yarn valued at 50 cents a pound is subject to a compensa-
tory duty of 88J cents, while a yarn valued at 25 cents a pound is dutiable at
'27^. The lower specific rate, 27J cents, is, however, equal to 110 per cent of the
value of the yarn, while the higher specific rate, 38i cents, is but 77 per cent of
the value of the yarn to which it is applied. This detect is, of course, still

greater where no attempt is made, as in the case of knit garments and felts not
"woven, to adjust the specific rates to a different value.

While I have illustrated this fault by reference to yarn, it will be found run-
ning all through the schedule, on raw materials, partly manufactured and fin-

ished goods. As a result the cheaper wool materials are excluded from the
country while the Imports are confined to the higher-priced goods, which may
to a considerable extent be classed as luxuries. The attempt is made to justify
this discrimination against low-priced goods by the claim that the object is to

prevent the domestic market from being flooded and the domestic consumer de-

frauded by an influx of very inferior and unserviceable goods, Aside from the
obvious objection to sumptuary legislation the fallacy in this claim lies in the
failure to take into account the fact that in wool goods cheapness does not neces-
sarily mean lack of- utility. Warm, durable, and in every respect serviceable

wool goods are manufactured from the low-priced wools, reclaimed wool, noils,

wastes, and other by-products. Inferior goods are made from inferior stock, but
«uch goods can be safely left to find their level in the market, without protect-

ing the public against them by arbitrary legal barriers, under which there is

no discrimination between what is good and what is poor.

THE TAKIFF ON DKESS GOODS AND CARPETS.

The compensatory tariff on dress goods and carpets has the same defect. It

does not correspond even approximately with the amount needed to compensate
the manufacturer for the increase in cost resulting from the tariff on the raw
material, being, in all cases that have come under my observation, largely in

fexcess of the amount required. On dress goods and carpets they are specific

rates per square yard and thus do not have even the appearance of possessing
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a definite relation to the specific duty on wool, as is the case with tops, yarns,

and cloths. Nevertheless the actual discrepancy is the compensatory duty on
dress goods and carpets Is probably no greater than on tops, yarns, and cloths.

THE AD VALOBEM DUTIES ON GOODS.

The ad valorem rates are imposed on partly and wholly manufactured
materials, in addition to the compensatory tariff, for the purpose of protecting

the manufacturer. I am inclined to believe that these ad valorem rates are not
much above what is required for the purpose of protection.. The excessive

rates are principally the result of the excess of the compensatory tariff.

WHERE CHANGE SHOULD BE MADE.

The next request in the memorandum is that I point out the spots on schedule

K, where changes should be made. My review of the defects in this schedule
makes it plain that it needs a general and thorough reorganization. It is based
on a fundamentally defective system which affects every one of its paragraphs,
and it can not be made right by amendments In spots. The reorganization should
follow the scientific and thorough investigation which you are to make.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.

The second division of your memorandum is as follows

:

"An outline of methods of investigation to be adopted in studying costs of
production in this and foreign countries in each branch of the woolen industry,
which should include—1. Eaw wools. 2. Yarns. 3. Wastes, shoddy, tops, etc.,

as covered by paragraphs 372 to 375, inclusive. 4. Cloth: (o) Worsted; (6)
carded wool. 5. Carpets and rugs."

My first suggestion is that the inquiry be divided into three parts: First,

dealing with the growing and sale of wool which is the finished product of the
farmer but the raw material for the wool manufacturer ; second, dealing with
the manufacture of the wool into cloth ready for manufacture Into garments;
third, dealing with the manufacture of cloth into clothing and its distribution

to the consumers. Parts 2 and 3 will unavoidably overlap each other in the
case of certain products, such as carpets and rugs, hosiery, and underwear,
but the three classifications can be carried out with slight modifications to
suit these special cases.

THE WOOL SUPPLT.

As regards the method of investigation I shall restrict myself mainly to the
manufacturing of wool goods, as it is to that branch of the industry that my
practical experience has been confined. There are, however, a few suggestions
I desire to make in connection with the raw-wool supply. It is desirable to
know the quantity of the various grades of wool produced in this country
and abroad. The statistics of the wool supply are to a great extent unreliable,
and care should be taken by you to sanction the use of only such wool statistics
as are known to be reliable. This may restrict you to a very limited supply
of figures, but that can not be helped. The use of the great mass of figures
relating to the supply of wool would tend to defeat the object of your work,
which is to determine facts.

'fhe world's stock of wool as It is offered for sale should be carefully studied.
This task is simplified by the fact that much the greater part of tlie world's
wool supply is sold by public auction in a few large centers of tlie trade, such
as London, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Antwerp. The cooperation of
the owners of the wool, their agents, and the managers of the auction sales
would enable the board to study the stacks under specially favorable conditions
anil obtain a mass of information of very great value. I am not enthusiastic
as to the possibility of securing siieh cooperation, but even a partial success
would bring valuable results. The infonuatinn sought in this way would in-
clude the quantity and quality of the wool and the estimated shrinkage of that
part that is olTei'ed lor sale in the grease.

Tiie facts as to quantity, qiiallty, ami condition and the price of the wool
sold at these auctions are an essential factor in an intelligent consideration of
the entire wool and wool-goods schedule. Fortiuiately, the quantity of wool
sold at these auctions is so large as to represent fairly the world's supply
Care should be taken to have tlie investigation cover enough of Uie wool to give
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a fair average and avoid tlie error of drawing genel-al conclusions from a
partial view.

WOOL AUCTIONS.
I

Another important sub.lect of inquiry Is the wool auctions themselves. The
controversy over the wool tariff centers around the question of specific and ad
valfireni duties on wool. While the inequalities of specific duties are admitted,
it is claimed that the danger of undervaluation ihaljes an ad \alorem tariff
even more objectionable. The character of the world's great wool auctions
has an important bearing ou this point, and the board should determine by
careful investigation whether these auction sales are so conducted .as to war-
rant their recorded prices being accepted under proper safeguards as a basis
for appraising imported wool at United States ports.

CARPET WOOL FOR CLOTHING.

Among the questions that should be studied is the extent to which wools of
class 3, known as capet wools, are used for clothing. Information should also-
be gathered bearing on the proposition to abolish all classification of wool and
make all kinds subject to one uniform rate of duty.

DIFFEEEKCE IN COST OF PBODUCTION.

The party in control of the Government and the President are committed
to the principle that the protective tariff should be measured by the difference
in the cost of production in this country and abroad, plus a reasonable profit.
That being the case, it is the duty of the board to do their best to determine
the domestic and foreign cost. I have been of the opinion that it is impossible
to determine these costs, but the present situation is such as to require that the
attempt shall be made.
Even if there were no doubt in my mind as to the possibility of sucess, the

fact that the investigation will be in a practically unexplored field would alone
warrant me in advising you to proceed cautiously and test the practicability
of the work before undertaking it on a comprehensive scale. The lack of pre-
vious experience in this line of investigation, combined with the fear that
complete success is not attainable, makes me very confident in advising you to
investigate first some staple- product of wool manufacture. If the investiga-
tion is successful the inquiry can be extended to other products, with the.
added advantage of the experience gained in connection with the first one.
Better i-esults will follow this plan of making haste slowly than would be
obtained by starting at once an invest'gation of costs throughout the entire
wool-manufacturing industry. Of course, while the inquiry is being carried
on entrgetically in the limited field, preparations can go forward, as rapidly
as possible for extending it to the remainder of the industry.
Because of the difiiculty of the undertaking and the lack of experience I

would advise that the product selected for the preliminary investigation be
one presenting the least technical difiiculty. For that reason it should be a
staple article for which there are established standards both in the United
States and abroad. It should also be a product advanced sufficiently in the
process of manufacture to afford an adequate basis for the test. White worsted
yam fulfills these requirements and is the only manufactured wool product
that does. Other products are open to serious objections. Worsted tops are
not advanced sufficiently in manufacturing. Neither worsted cloths nor carded
woolen goods are standardized so as to make a fair comparison possible. White-
worsted yarn, however, is well advanced in the process of manufacturing, and
Is manufactured and sold in the -United States and foreign countries by well
understood and, in the main, identical standards as regards both quality and
size.

INVESTIGATION BY DEPARTMENTS.

The plbn of the inquiry, as regards both the general features and the details,

should be framed with great care so as to fit into any extension to other wool
products, and to give the information in the form best adapted for its considera-

tion in connection with the revision of the classifications and rates of the
schedule.
To this end I would suggest that the cost be determined separately for each

department or process of manufacturing and not for particular products. If,.
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for example, tlie domestic cost is found for a certain fabric, tlie information
will be of value only in connection with that fabric, and it may be found im-

possible to get corresponding data for the foreign cost of the same kind of

goods. If, however, the cost is obtained for each department or process of

manufacturing, based on the respective units of production, the domestic and
foreign costs will be comparable even if the finished products of the mills vary
widely from each other. The manufacturer would be asked to give a statement
of his production, labor, and expense accounts, separately for each process,

such, for example, as sorting, scouring, -carding, combing, drawing, spinning,

warping, weaving, dyeing, finishing. The production and average cost would
be based on the pound, run, hank, or yard, as required. It would be necessary
in addition to prescribe a uniform method of distributing the fixed charges
among the various processes, this being, technically, the most difficult part of

the task.

A great advantage of this method of investigation by separate departments
Is that the results from the different mills will he comparable regardless of
whether the mills buy raw stock or partly manufactured material, or whether
their production Is in the form of partly manufactured or finished goods. For
example, one mill (1) may convert the grease wool Into yarn; another (2)
may buy wool and yarn, converting them into cloth; another (3) may buy wool
and-yarn and sell both yarn and cloth; while a fourth (4) may buy yarn only
and convert it Into cloth.
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by the wool manufacturers, and imperfectly by many of them. It is only by the
aid of such information that such an important matter as the adjustment of
any compensatory duty on goods to the amount required -can be made; and it

is only by the aid of such information that defects in any given compensatory
rate can be detected.

It is only by such a system of analysis that the complicated problems of
framing a tarifC on products composed partly of wool can be properly solved.
These wool products involve the manufacture, not only of wool, but of cotton,
silk, linen, jute, and other textile materials, and the board nuist have the
information that can be obtained only by careful analyses of representative
samples.

EXTENSION OF PLAN.

This general plan for the investigation of the cost of wool goods could be
applied to all branches of the business, including carded woolen, worsted,
knitting, carpet, and felt mills, modifying the details as might be found neces-
sary to suit the conditions in each branch of the business.

Shoddy would be treated as a partly manufactured product, and the com-
parative cost of manufacturing determined by the same general method as
that already recommended for other manufactured materials, modifying the
details to suit the special requirements of shoddy manufacture.

WOOL BY-PEODUCTS.

The by-products of wool manufacture, such as noils, wastes, and flocks, are
in a class apart from othSr materials, and it would be necessary to investi-

gate them on a different plan. No part of the labor cost or other expense of
manufacturing is charged in their production. They drop from the material in

process of manufacturing and are either used again as raw materials in the
mill in which they were made or are sold for the best price possible.

Under these conditions wool by-products should be studied to determine their
adaptability, for manufacture into wool goods.

,
Reliable statistics of the domes-

tic and foreign-market prices of the various wool by-products for a term of
years should be obtained, along with any other information that would aid the
lawmakers in fixing upon a fair duty on these materials, leaving the adjust-
ment of rates to be made on the basis of that information and of other con-
siderations, such as the extent to which the woolgrower should be protected
against the competition of by-products.

ASKING MANUFACTURERS FOR INFORMATION.

Having decided upon what information is required, it will be necessary to
present the request for it to the American and foreign manufacturers. This
part of the undertaking is surrounded with peculiar difficulties because the per-
sonal element is so largely involved. Two requirements seem to me so im-
portant that I will name them first. They are that the requests of the board
be so presented to the manufacturers as to emphasize the fact that they come
from the President of the United States, and that the requests be framed so

carefully and be technically so correct that those to whom they are presented
will be impressed with the fact that the board, acting under the authority of
the President, knows exactly what it wants.

ATTITUDE OF MANUFACTURERS.

There are approximately 1,200 mannfactnrers of wool goods in the United
States. They muy be classified in the following manner in respect to their

probable attitude toward the inquiry

:

1. Those who welcome the investigation as marking an. improvement in the

methods of revising our tariff laws and who will extend to the board every

facility to obtain the information regarding their (the manufacturers') business.

2. Those who are likew.se favorably disposed toward the inquiry, unt who
hesitate to give the information desired for fear it will be used to their injury,

3. Those who are actively opposed to the inquiry, and who will seek to defeat

its purpose and discredit it before the public.

86883—22 3
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4. Those who have made no stiuly of the tariff question, who look upon the

tariff agitation as an unmitigated evil and upon the inquiry as being calculated

to foster agitation.

WUHCT AI'I>LlrATION TO MAN LI' A( "JUUERS.

The nature of the inquiry is sucli that it requires the board to apply directly

to the manufacturers for the information desired. What is wanted is all the
pertinent facts, vouched for by those in a position to know. The individual

nianufacturei-s and head officers of the manufacturing corporations are the
only ones in that position, and the inquiry should therefore be conihied to them.
If the board should apply to the nianufaclnrers' associations for the informa-
tion, the individual manufacturers, with tlic exception of those include<l In

class 1, would be disposed to let the association act foi- them, and the inquiry
would be a failure. It is necessary for this Investigation to go into the details

of manufacturing wool goods and to obtain facts from as many mills as possi-

ble in order that the information may represent the actual conditions in the
industry. This can be done only by direct dealings between the board and those
in control of each manufacturing plant. For these reasons I advise that no
vequest.s for information be addi-essed to tlie nianufaeturer.s' associations.

COXFinEXTIAL INFOKMATION.

It is important that the manufacturers be made to understand that tlie in-

formation they give to the board will be held in sti-ict confidence. This will
overcome the objections raised liy tliose in class 2.

The opposition of those included in class 3 will in great measure he overcome
by letting it be underetood that while the board is conducting the inquiry on a
carefully prepared and entirely practicable plan, and is sparing no effort to
make the inquiry successful, at the same time the board has taken into con-
sideration the possibility that a partial failure might result from the refusal
of a portion of the manufacturers to give the desired informafon, and that in
such an event the only course open to the board will be to lay before the Presi-
dent such information as it may have obtained and state the reason for the
failure to obtain more. I believe there are very few manufacturers who would
be willing to take the lisk of the public discredit they would bring on the ca>i-<e

of protection by such a refusal to corni(;rate in the investigation.

ACCOUNTANTS AS INVESTIGATORS.

As this inquiry is the first of its kind, it will probably be necessary for the
board to have its representatives interview the manufacturers, explain the ob-
ject of the investigation, and confer with them regarding the best means of
obtaining the desired information. In that event I advise that the work of
inquiry among the mills intrusted to accountants and not to experts in wool
manufacturing. Wool manufacturers dislike to give out information regarding
their business, and especially to allow persons familiar with wool manufactur-
ing to inspect their plants and processes. If the plan for the inquiry is per-
fected before the work is started it will be possible for competent accountants
to carry it out to better advantage than could manufacturing experts.

THE COOPEBATION OF MANUFACTURERS.

If the requests for ihiormation are correctly framed and tactfully- presented
to the manufacturers by the board, what at first seemed a problem" so difticult
as to be practically impossible, may turn out to be comparatively easy of solu-
tion. Opposition may be disarmed and enthusiastic cooperation be obtained
from manufacturers who have become convinced that they have everv reason
to aid in making the investigation a success in order that" the tariff nroteotion
to their industry may be placed on the solid foundation of popular confidence
in Its fairness.

An encouraging feature of the situation is found in the fact that success does
not necessarily depend on obtaining the Information from everv one of the
wool manufacturers of

.
the country. Returns from a fair proportion of renre

sentative mills in each branch of the business would make the investigation
successful I am en<..uraged to believe that a sufficient number of manuf ,cturers will cooperate to make the woiU of the Imard a success.
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FOKEIGN COST.

The work of determining tlie difference between the domestic aud foreign

cost of production will be but half done when the domestic cost is fouild. The
foreign cost must be found in order that the two may be compared. Nothing
appears more certain than that foreign manufacturers will refuse to give the

board the desired information regarding the cost of production in their mills.

The experience of our consuls in 1908 in a like inquiry, and particularly the

response to the request of Consul Albert Halstead dated August 2.5, 1908, and
addressed to the manufacturers of Birmingham, England, confirms this belief.

It Is useless for me to dwell here on the supposed difficulties. The task is

set for the board, and everything possible must be done to accomplish it. Then,
if it is found to be impossible, that fact can be made plain. Care must be
taken that whatever information is obtained regarding the foreign industry
shall be in the same form as that adopted for the domestic industry in order
that a comparison may be made. The machinery and processes are simlar both
at home and abroad. In the worsted spinning industry the greater part of the
machinery in American and foreign mills is from the same builders. The same
materials are used, and the manufactured products vary no more between
American and foreign mills that between the different mills in America or
abroad.
That it may be found impossible to obtain information regarding the differ-

ence between the domestic and foreign costs of production to the extent re-

quired for applying the formula laid down as the true principle of protection
is no reason for discouragement regarding this inquiry. To determine that com-
plete success is impossible would be a step in the right direction, as it would
be a fact for the guidance of our lawmakers. Moreover, an earnest attempt
to succeed, even if followed by but partial success, could not fail to elicit

information of great value. This might be other than information regai-ding
costs of production. In fact, I assume that the inquiry will cover all infor-
mation that might prove of value in the framing of our tariff.

EFFECT OF 'IMPROVING QUALITY OF EAW MATERIAL.

Information of th:s character will include that relating to the great improve-
ment in the intrinsic value of cloth by increasing the supply of the better grades
of the raw material. The real value of a wool garment as regards durability,

warmth, and appearance is based first of all on the quality of the raw mate-
rial; that is, wool and wool by-products. At the same time the cost of this

raviT material is usually but a small part of the cost of the garment, the re-

mainder of the cost being due to manufacturing the cloth and the clothing,

together with the cost of distribution. Thus an improvement in the quality
of the wool raw material, which costs comparatively so little, will increase
the intrinsic value of the entire garment. It is my belief the board will find

on investigation that in many cases the correction of defects in schedule K
will more than double the real value of the wool garment without increasing
the cost.

Another point is the relative importance of the different raw materials in

providing the people with wool clothing. To determine this it will be neces-
sary to obtain information as to the available quantity of such materials and
their, value.

A STUDY OF ARGUMENTS IN THE PAST.

Another branch of the inquiry might include a study of the statements made
by those interested and disinterested men who have engaged in the discussion

of schedule K since it was framed. While much of this discussion has been
special pleading, still it contains valuable information which can be sifted

from the chafi! and which would aid the board in this investigation.

COST OF DISTRIBUTION.

The foreign and domestic inethods of distributing wool and wool products
to the consumers should be carefully studied and compared. Some of the dif-

ferences may indicate where the American system is Inferior, others where
it Is superior to the foreign. And others may be due to .the unavoidable dif-

ferences in the conditions under which business is carried on.
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THE INVESTJ.GATINO STAri".

I come now to tlie third and lust part of your memorandum, in which you'

ask for the names of persons qualified to do the work of investigating the

woolen schedule. I will endeavor in the near future to give you the names
of such persons, but at tliis time will confine myself to some general observa-

tions regarding the manner in which I think the work should be done.

Some member "f the board should take personal charge of the investigations

of schedule K. As none of you are familiar with the details of wool manu-
facturing the member iis.sigued to this work should begin at once a diligent

and systematic study of the different branches of the trade. Arrangements
should be made by wliich he could devote his entire time in woolen and worsted
mills for a period of four or five weeks. With the aid of a competent instructor

he could thus become sufficiently familiar with the materials and processes of

wool manufacturing to direct this branch of your inquiry. I believe this

to be necessary to success in your work. Many complicated questions,

involving both technical conditions and personal interests, will be pre-

sented to you for solution before your work is done. The decisions can
not be made by others ; they must be made by you. And they should be made
not on^ information or belief, but on knowledge. That knowledge can be
acquired only by personal study of and contact with the industry under working
conditions. Enthusiasm, industry, and a trained mind will enable the pre-

liniinary information to be gained in a few weeks, and the additional knowledge
will be rapidly acquired during the progress of the investigation.

This plan will simplify and facilitate every branch of the inquiry. It will

enable you to select on your own judgment proper persons to assist you. It

will enable you to detect those who might mislead you through ignorance or
from design. It will enable you to confine the work to what is required and
to cut out the superfluous details with which such an inquiry as this is likely

to be overloaded. The board will be assisted in this inquiry by a staff of
active assistants and by the advice of those who take no actual part in the
work of investigation. I recommend that the active staff of the board be
composed of those who are not interested directly or indirectly in the'>production
or sale of wool materials. Advice may properly be obtained from anyone
believed to be capable of giving it. The board will not be responsible for it

and need follow it only so far as you think it advisable, and under such, con-
ditions a man giving advice in good faith would try to frame his suggestions
so they would be justified by events whether you adopted them or not.

By this plan you would be able to avail yourselves of the assistance of anyone
you considered trustworthy and yet be certain of having a compact working
force to carry on the work of investigation in accordance with your own plans
and without the embarrassment of any connection whatever with the producing
Interests affected by schedule K.
EespectfuUy submitted with the earnest hope that your work may be suc-

cessful in every respect.

Samuel S. Dale.
Prof. H. C. Emery, rhainmin.

Hon. .Tames B. Reynolds.
Hon. Alvin H. Sanders.

The Tauiif on Wool ano AVool Goods.

TUltEGULARlTlES TO WV. KEMOVEI).

It is evident that one of the most difficult problems before the ("'onuuntoo on
Ways and Menus is the removal of the ineoualities in the tariff on wool and
woolens. Tlie new tariff should afford adequate protection to all branches
of the industry. That is the basic prlnciiile on which' the revision must be
mndp. It should also bear equally on all branches, favoring none at the ex-
pense^ of the others or of the consumer. The inequalities encountered first are
those In rates on wool. As it comes fronr llie sheep's back and is received at
the mill wool contains a widely varying amount of grease and dirt. Some lots
may consist of three-quarters grease and one-quarter clean wool, other lots
one-quarter grease and three-quarters clean wool, and no two lots shrink ex-
actly alike.
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THE T-UNDAMENTAI, DIFFICULTY.

Tlie Dingley law fixes the tariff on wool at a unifonn amount per pound of
grease wool, regardless of the amount of grease it contains. Here lies the
fundamental and insurmountable difticnlty with a specific duty on grease wool.
A duty of 11 cents a pound amounts in fact to 44 cents per pound of clean wool,
if there is 75 per cent of grease present, and to only 145 cents per pound of
clean wool if there is 25 per cent of grease. The j'esult is tliat the 11 cent duty
on wool excludes the heavy shrinlilng wools from the country. In effect the
laws says :

" No wool shrinking over a certain amount shall he imported into
the United States, except at a loss." It is impossible to escape this prohibition
by scouring the wool abroad, because the law expressly provides that the duty
on scoured wool shall be three times the duty on grease wool.

BUKDENS ON THE I.NDUSTUY.

The wools required by the carded woolen industry are the short, heavy shrink-
ing grades. This explains one reason wliy the specific duty on wool is a serious
burden on the cardeil woolen industry and bears lightly on the worsted trade,
for which the light-shrinking ^^ools are chiefly adapted.

DEPRIVED OF KAW MATERIAL.

Deprived wholly of any supply of foreign wool, the carded woolen industry
is forced to rely on the domestic clip, which provides less than half the wool
(clean weight) used in the country. This domestic supply is still further
restricted by the fact that worsted maciiinery has been steadily developed so
as to comb and spin shorter wools for worsted goods. This is a second reason
why the carded woolen industry is placed at a disadvantage.

Ketricted to a small part of a small domestic clip, the woolen manufacturer
turns to the by-products of worsted manufacture and to reworked wool f shoddy)
for a supply of raw material, and, again finds conditions adverse to him. The
du"ty on noils, the by-product of worsted combing, which the worsted spinner
can not use, is so high as to prohibit importations, and as a result the carded
woolen manufacturer is forced to pay the worsted manufacturer a high price
for a very limited supply of domestic noils.

THE CLOTHING OF THE POOR.

The carded woolen manufacturer finds a sliniliir condition wlien ho turns
from noils to wool waste and reworked wool. Prohibitory dutie.'s on the foreign
suppl.v restrict him to the narrow limits of the home supply.
The products of the carded woolen industry are necessary in order to pro-

vide the people with warm clothing at a low price. They are preeminently the
clothing of the poor and of those in moderate circumstances. The effect of the
present law has been to make cotton, instead of carded woolen cloth, the sub-
stitute for the higher priced worsted, and thus deprive the consumer of an ade-
quate supply of warm clothing at a moderate price.

STARVING THE CARDED WOOLEN INDUSTRY.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the carded woolen industry has been
star\ed, while the worsted industry has been placed In a favorable position by
reason of the low dut.v on light .shrinking worsted wools and of the high prices

at which the worsted by-products have been sold to carded woolen and knit-

ting mills.

It is not surprising that the carded woolen industry has languished under
these conditions, nor that those identified with it should now appeal vehemently
for a recasting of the tariff on wool and wool goods at the coming revision.

It is our purpose here not to. recommend a definite schedule, but rather to

point out Jfaets tTiat would aid in J'raming such a schedule. If ob.jection is

raised to the abandonment of specific duties on wool on the score of danger
of undervaluations, the question may well be asked, " Is the evil of uniler-

valuations with an ad valorem tariff, whicli evil can be limited by the vigilance

of the Government, likely to be greater than the evil of discrimination against
heavy shrinking wools, which evil can not be limited in any way whatever?"
It is up to the advocates of specific rates on wool to jKopose a schedule under
which such rates will not favor some and discriminate against others.
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A UNIFORM TAr.IFr ON WOOI, GOODS.

Another problem before the coiiiiiiittee, and which is still more closely inter-

laced with the technical details of textile manufacturing, is the framing of a
schedule of rates on wool fabrics wliich will be uniform on all grades of goods.
The first step in reaching a solution of this problem is to obtain facts. The
present law is based on the assumption that it requires 4 pounds of grease
wool to make 1 pound of wool clotli. The error of such a general proposition
is at once evident because of the variable shrinkage of grease wools. But
it is not enough for the committee to know that the 4 to 1 ratio is wrong.
The.v are charged with the task of finding out what is right. It will aid them
in tills search to know just how the present law with its 4 to 1 ratio has oper-
ated on difCereut fabrics. With this object in view, we have applied the
Dingle.v rates to a number of wool fabrics which have either been made or
analyzed by us personally. We know as well as it is possible for anyone to
know how much material is required to manufacture a pound of the respective
cloths, and present here the results of our calculations. We believe this is

the first tiiire that the results of such an examination of the Dingley schedules
have been published

:

Duty.

A25; worsted serge; 1S.4 ounces per yard, 54 inches wide; 10,000 yards, at $1, S10,000;
11, .500 pounds cloth; this requires 21,911 pounds grease wool:
Dingley duty—

ll,.500 pounds cloth, 44 cents
55 per cent of SIO.OOO

Total duty
Actual compensatory required; 21,941 pounds grease wool, 11 cents.

Actual protection

.

A98; cotton warp dress goods; 6.7 ounces per yard, 50 inches wide; 10,000 yards at 26
cents, $2,500; 4,187 pounds cloth; this requires 4,515 pounds of grease wool:
Dingley duty—

4,187 pounds cloth, 44 cents
50 per cent of $2,500 [.]."]["[[][[[.

Total duty
Actual compensatory required, 4,515 pounds grease wool, 11 cents-

Actual protection

.

C96, worsted dress goods, 6.7 oimces per yard, 50 inches wide; 10,000 yards, at 40 cents
$4,000; 4,1S7 pounds cloth; this will require 9,760 pounds of grease wool-

'

Dingley duty—
4,187 pounds cloth, 44 cents
55 per cent of * 1,000

Total duty
Actual compensatory required, 9,760 pounds grease wool, ii cents.

Actual protection

E119; worsted serge, piece dyed; 14J ounces per yard, 56 inches; 10,000 yards, at 90 cents
$9jOOO; 9,062 pounds cloth; this would require 20,943 pounds grease wool-

'

Dingley duty—
9,062 pounds cloth, 44 cents
55 per cent of $9,000

Actual compensatory required, 20,945 pounds,'ii'ccnis

Actual protection

A220; cotton worsted; 14 ounces, 66 inches wide; 10,000 yards, at 50 cents $6 000- 8 710
pounds cloth; this would require 3,125 poimdsgrea.se wool: '

' '

°>"~

Dingley duty—
8,750 pounds, 44 cents ,

50 per cent of $6,000 ' ^

Total duty ,

Actual compensatory required, 3,125 pounds, 11 conis.

Actual protection.

$5,060.00
5.500.00

10,560.00
2,413.51

8,146.49

50.6
55

105.6
24.1

81.5

1,842.28
1.250.00

73.7
50

3.092.28 : 123.7
496.65

I

19.9

2,595.63
!
103.8

1,842.28
2,2oaoo

46
53

4,042.28 i

1,073.60 I

101

26.8

2,968.68 74.2

3,987.28
4,930.00

Totalduty
I

. .,, ^
ll comnensfttnrv rennirprl 90 04.^ nnniirtc ll/innt^. 9 5nV o-

6,633.33

3,860.00
2,600 00

6, 36a 00
343.76

6,006.25

44.3
56

99.3
25.6

73.7

77
50

127
6.8

120.2
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Aa07; cotton warp, casket cloth, cotton, wool and shoddy, ISJ ounces per yard, 68 inches
wide; 10,000 yards, at SO cents, $5,000; 9,688 pounds cloth; this will require 2,375 pounds
cotton warp, 1,600 pounds grease wool, 1,125 pounds raw cotton, 9,563 pounds shoddy:
Dingleyauty—

9,688 pounds cloth, 44 cents
50 per cent of 15,000

Total duty
Actual compensatory required

—

1,600 pounds, 11 cents $1,760.00

9,563 pounds, 5 cents 478.15

Actual protection

608; piece-dyed kersey; 25 ounces per yard, 55 inches wide; stock; back warp, 40 per cent;

Oregon wool, 60 per cent shoddy; lace warp and filling, 50 per cent; CaUfornia wool,
50 per cent shoddy; 10,000 yards, at $1.25, $12,500; 15,625 pounds cloth; this would re-

quire 32,426 pounds wool in grease, 13,167 pounds shoddy:
Bingley duty

—

15,625 pounds cloth, 44 cents
55 per cent of $12,500

Total duty ^

Actual compensatory required

—

32,426 poumds, U cents $3,666.86

13,167 pounds, 5 cents 638.35

Actual protection ^ .*

E382; cotton warp beaver; 28 ounces per yard, 55 inches; 10,000 yards at 75 cents, $7,500;

17,500 pounds; this quantity would require 3,611 poiuids raw cotton, 1,309 pounds
cotton warp, 22,123 pounds shoddy, 4,886 pounds fine wool, 1,137 pounds coarse wool:

Dingley duty—
17,500 pounds, 44 cents
50 per cent of $7,500

Total duty
Actual compensatory required

—

6,023 pounds, 11 cents $662.53

22,123 pounds, 5 cents 1, 106. 15

Actual protection

E24; Irish frieze; 34 ounces per yard, 55 inches; stock, 50 per cent wool and 50 per cent

waste; 10,000 yards at $1, $10,000; 21,250 poimds cloth; this requires 23,625 pounds
grease wool, 17,719 pounds shoddy and waste:
Dingley duty

—

21,250"pounds, 44 cents
50 per cent of $10,000

Total duty ;

Actual compensatory required

—

23,625 pounds, 11 cents $2,598.75

17,719 pounds, 5 cents 885.95

Actual protection

A211; wool cassimere. Territory wool; 13 ounces per yard, 54 inches wide; 10,000 yards

at 85 cents, $8,500; 8,125 pounds cloth; this will require 32,143 pounds grease wool,

shrinking 65 per cent:
Dingley duty—

8,125 pounds cloth, 44 cents -

55 per cent of $8,500 '.

Total duty
ctual compensatory required, 32,143 pounds, 11 cents

Actual protection

DE; wool dress goods, piece dyed; 6 ounces per yard, 50 inches wide; 10,000 yards at 40

cents, $4,000; 3,750 pounds cloth; this would require 14,823 pounds grease wool,

shrinldng 65 per cent:
Dingley duty—

3,750 pounds cloth, 44 cents
.35 per cent of $4,000

Total duty
Actual compensatory required, 14,823 pounds, 11 cents

Actual protection

Duty.

$4, 262. 72
2,500.00

6, 762. 72

2, 238. 15

4, 524. 57

6,875.00'

6, 875. 00

13, 750. 00

4, 225. 21

9, 524. 79

7,700.00
3, 750. 00

11,450.00

1, 768. 68

9,681.32

9, 350. 00
5,000.00

14,350.00

3,484.70

10, 865. 30

3, 575. 00
4,675.00

8,250.00
3,535.73

4,714.27

1,650.00
2,200.00

3,850.00
1,630.53

2,219.47
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It will be noticed that Uu- " sKliml coniiiensator.v " i.s based on the amount of

grease wool extended at 11 (••iits a iionnd and of waste or shoddy extended at

5 cents. This is on the assnuiiition that the cost of wool in tlils country is

increased hv the full aniouiit of the duty, whicli is not always the case. In

the case of waste and shoddy .5 cents a pound has been allowed, because it

would clearly be wrong to take the full amount of the duty—10 to 20 cents—
which in many cases is more than the total cost of the material in question.

The following summary enables a comparison to be made for each of the

fabrics between the duty as divided between " compensatory " and " protective "

in the present law and as actually divided in practice.

A25; worsted serge
A96; cotton warp dress goods .

.

C96; worsted dress goods
E119; worsted serge, piece dyed
A220; cotton worsted
A207; cotton warp casket cloth.

608; piece dyed kersey
E382; cotton warp beaver
E24; Irish frieze

A211; wool cassimere
DE; woolen dress goods
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"

How Jlrc'H Wool to JIaivic a 1'oOnd of OroTii?

THK LKllAL HEPIA'.

Bvei>- wool-soods tnrifC scliednle iilncecl on the statute book since 1861 has,
with one exception, tried to give luf iinswer to this question. Tlie exception was
the A\'llson bill which umde iin answer nnnecessni-y by making wool free of duty.
And with this exception the legal reply has been with slight variation, " 4 pounds
of grease wool." The connection of this question with the wool-goods tariff
results from the specific duty on wool. This in turn necessitates what is known
as the compensatory duty on wool goods, which is assumed to be equivalent to
the duty levied on tlie wool used in manufacturing the goods. The Diugley
duty on wool oE'the first class is 11 cents a pound. The law assumes that be-
cause of tlie tariff the American manufacturer is compelled to pay 11 cents a
pound more for the wool than it costs the foreign manufacturer. Accordingly
a specific duty per pound of cloth equal to the diity on 4 pounds of grease
wool of the first class is placed on wool goods valued above a certain amount, to
compensate the American manufacturer for the increased cost of the raw mate-
rial. This is legally supposed to leave the American and foreign wool-goods
manufacturer in the same relative position as would prevail under free trade
in wool. For goods valued at 40 cents a pound or less the ratio is 3 pounds
of grease wool to 1 pound of cloth. The medium and high grades of goods,
however, come within the four-to-one classification, and, owing to the low valua-
tion the specific duty on the low-grade goods is higher, rated by value, than
on the medium and high-grade cloths. .

To protect the American maiUifacturer against competition with cheap foreign
labor an ad valorem duty is placed on wool goods in addition to the compensa-
tory specific duty already mentioned. The two constitute the system of com-
pound duties, a combination of a specific duty to balance the duty on wool, with
an ad valorem to protect the manufacturer.

A COSIPKKHENSIVE TEST.

While every tariff act that has levied a duty on wool since 1861 lias been based
on the assumption that 4 pounds of gi'ease wool is required for a pound of
cloth, this conclusion has been vigorously disputed, especially when the tariff

happened to come up for revision. It was widely discussed in 1884, 1885, and
1886 in connection with the Morrison tariff bills, and the widely divergent
opinions then expressed by experts awakened in my mind a desire to determine
the facts beyond question. In the last-named year an unusual opportunity pre-

sented itself to me to make a test of the shrinkage in manufacturing carded
woolen cloth. In the latter part of that year, 1886, I took charge, as superin-

tendent, of the Hecla Mill at Uxbridge, Mass. The conditions were very favor-

able for a test. The mill was practically new, tfiere being but a small amount of.

old yarn on hand at the beginning. A very uniform grade of all wool goods
was ]nanufactured. The product included a fine cassimere fabric made of all

new wool, and a line of all wool cheviots in which the waste or by-products or
the mill were consumed. No cotton was used. The late S. M. AVheelock was
treasurer of the company and he frequently made the remark when passing
through the mill, " When cotton comes into this mill I go obt of it." He stayed
in. It was in this mill and during the period covered by the test, that the cloth

was made for the uniforms worn by Gen. Harrison's regiment at his inaugura-
tion ?,s President of the United States on March 4, 1889.

When taking charge of the mill I had, of course, an accumulation of mill data
bearing on the shrinkage of stock in the various processes of manufacturing.
But these statistics had been obtained by tests of isolated lots, such as are neces-

sarily made by every manufacturer. Such tests were not comprehenstive enough
to settle beyond dispute the question of shrinkage in manufacturing. What was
needed was a test covering the production of an entire mill for a period of years,

so as to include practically all of the possible variations in material and proc-

esses, and give a result that could be safely taken as an avei'age. Stimulated

by the discussion of the tariff and by the exceptional opportunity, I resolved to

make the test on the extensive scale that was then possible.
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THE ONLY HASIS FOB THE TEST.

The scoured weight of the wool was selected without hesitation for the test.

Of course the tariff law was based on grease weight, but tlie adoption of such a

basis would have made my test worthless. This is evident to anyone having

any knowledge of manufacturing wool goods. Grease wool is received at the

mill in lots of widely varying shrinkage in scouring, no two lots yielding the

same percentage of clean wool, the loss being due to the removal of grease and
dirt, which is allowed to run to waste into the stream.
The following lots used at the Hecla Mill during the test show the wide

variation of shrinkage in "scouring and the worthlessness of tiny test such as I

had in mind if based on the grease weight of the wool

:

Date.

May 18.18S8
Apr. 10,1890
Feb. 17,1887
Apr. 28,1887
June 24,1887
Tune 12.1890

Bought of—

H. B. &Co.
J. K. &Co.
H. B. & Co.
C.Bros
L. & M . . .

.

H. K. & Co

Weight.

Pownds.
18,901
23,836
43,532
17,424
30, 425
10,092

Wool.

Texas
Oregon
CaUrornia
Oregon
Three-eighths blood
East India

Shrink-
age in

scouring.

Per cent.
76
69
62
47

35
16

It was part of my duties as superintendent to weigh the scoured and dyed
wool in batches to the pickers, and this I did personally for the entire period
of the test with the exception of about three weeks. This not only gave me a
personal knowledge of the amount of material delivered, but enable<l me to

keep a separate record of the new stock and by-products, which was essential to

accurate results. Tlie test could liave been continued lonser, but it was brought
to a close at the taking of the regular inventory on October 31, 1890, because
lit that time the spun yarn on hand was nearly equal to the yarn that h;id been
purchased and used during that period. This condition would probably not
occur at any future inventory, and, consequently, the account was made up
at the end of 46 months.

A SUMMAr.Y OF THE KESULTS.

The results are summarized in tlie accompanying statement. The first sum-
mary takes account of new stock only, the by-products being omitted, as they
were taken into account when the original material was delivered to the pickers
The finished cloth Includes the-cloth woven but unfinished on October 31, 1S90,
a deduction for loss in finishing being made at the average rate for the 46
months. This summary gives the loss of weight which can not be accounted
for by any tangible material, amounting to ^.12 per cent of the weight of
the scoured and dye material delivered to the pickers. In other words. 1.27
pounds of scoured wool produced 1 pound of finished cloth.

The second summary takes account of all material delivered to the pickers,
whether new stock or waste products, and the loss here indicated, 35.11 per
cent, includes both that which can be accounted for by tauglible by-products
and that which can not. In other words 1.54 pounds of wool and waste prod-
ucts was delivered to the pickers for every pound of finished clotli prodced.
These are the results of what is probably the most extensive test ever made

to determine the shrinkage in manufacturing wool goods. It was made be-
cause of Its bearing on the tariff question. It necessitated a great deal of
extra labor and care for the four years, from 1886 to 1890, and the record
has been carefully guarded for over 18 years while waiting for the time for
its publication to arrive.
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Shrinkage in manufacturing carded-woolen cloth, in pounds—Test made at
the Hecla Mill, Vxhridge, Mass., during the 46 months from Decemher 31,

1886, to Octoher 31, 1890.

Summary No. 1

:

New stock delivered to pickers-
Wool (scoured and dyed)_' 1,087,616
Camel's hair noils 600
Waste (bought) 29,370

1, 117, 586
Tarn on hand Dec. 31, 1886 1, 000
Yarn bought 29, 650

30, 650

New stock delivered to the machinery 1, 148, 236
Stock on liand Oct. 31, 1890 46, 213
Stock sold 947

47, 160

Stock consumed 1, 101, 076
Finished cloth 868, 548

Loss (invisible 232, 528
Loss (invisible) per cent 21.12

Summary No. 2

:

New and old stock delivered to pickers 1, 354, 946
Yarn on hand Dee. 31, 1886, and bought 30, 650

New and old stock delivered to machinery (gross) 1,385,596
Stock on hand Oct. 31, 1890, and sold 47, 160

New and old stock delivered to machinerv (net) 1,338,436
Finished cloth ^ 868, 548

Loss (visible and invisible) 469, 888
Loss (visible and invisible) per cent

—

35.11

A LEGAI, FICTION.

What are the conclusions to be drawn from this investigation? The most
obvious one is that the present legal ratio of 4 pounds of grease wool to! 1

pound of cloth is worthless, a legal fiction resting on a grease and dirt basis,

capable of justifying almost any ratio that might be named. Take, for exam-
ple, the second summary and the six lots of grease wool given above, used at

the Hecla Mill. Is Gi pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth?

Certainly ; if it is such Texas wool as was bought of H. B. & Co. on May 18,

1888. Is 5 pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? Of course;

if such Oregon wool as was bought of J. K. & Co. on April 10, 1890. Is 4
pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? Yes; if such Califor-

nia wool as was bought of H. B. & Co. on February 17, 1887. Is 3 pounds
of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? To be sure; if such Oregbn
wool as was bought of C. Bros, on April 28, 1887. Is 2| pounds of grease wool
required for 1 pound of cloth? Without a doubt, if such three-eighths blood

wool as was bought of L. & M. on June 24, 1887. Is 1| pounds of grease wool

required for 1 pound of cloth? Assuredly; if such East India wool as Was
bought of H. K. & Co. on June 12, 1890.

The average yield of cloth from grease wool, even if it could be known,
could not be safely adopted for assessing duties on goods, because wool is

used bv the mills, not in lots of average shrinkage, but to suit the fabric to be

made.
" One cloth may be made' of the lightest shrinking wool ; another, of the

heaviest.

ANT RATIO IS POSSIBLE.

And this is not all. The grease and dirt basis has been legally made tio

expand far beyond the limits of shrinkage in scouring. The wool-goods sched-

ule of the tariff law not only states that 4 pounds of wool, carrying widely
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varying proportions of grease and flirt, is required for 1 pound of cloth, but

it also includes under this designation all fabrics containing any wool what-

e>('r. whethei- made of iill wool, or part of wool and the remainder of cotton,

shoddy, wiiste, sillc, flax, or any other material, animal, vegetable or mineral.

Thus the possibilities of establishing ratios between grease wool and finished

cloth ;ire cxtc-ndi'd ml iiiHiiitinii. Nol only is 4 pounds of greuse wool refjulred for

1 pound of cloth but 1 iiound of gi'Ciiso wool will make 4 pounds or 400 pounds;
yes—or 4,000 tons, in f.ict any quantity of cloth that may be named, all de-

liending on tlie proportions in which the wool is mixed with other material in

the fabric. Undei' this legiil classification there is no ratio between grease wool
and finished cloth in the entire gamut of arithmetic that can not be supported
by isolated examples from mill practice. The tariff law makes the ratio 4 to

1, and on this legal fiction the structure of a specific duty on wool and a
compound duty on goods is erected.

This system of wool and wool-goods duties should be reformed at the com-
ing revision of the tariff. The evils resulting from it are numerous, serious,

and obvious. If that reform is hastened by this plain statement of fact, I shall

feel well repaid for the effort expended in making the test from 1886 to 1890,

and for having treasured the data up to the present time.
Samuei- S. Dale.

Boston, Mass., January SO, 1909.

Boston, Mass., Dacniher 10, 1921.

Hon. Boies E. Penrose,
Chairman Committee on Finance.

WasMnoton, D. C.

Sib: The Carded Woolen Manufacturers Association asks that the tariff on
wool, wool by-products, reclaimed wool, and partly or wholly manufactured
wool goods be based on value. We make this request because specific duties
based on any unit of weight or measure are unfair when levied on products
varying so widely in value as do wool and manufactures of wool. The market
price of a pound of wool is the measure of its value for manufacturing pur-
poses, and consequently is the only basis for a tariff that is fair to all. If the
duty is specific, it is certain to be unequal and luijust, discriminating against
one class of users and conferring special favors on others. For these reasons
we ask that nil duties placed on wool and manufacturers of wool, on what we
sell as well ns on what we buy, shall be ad valorem and adequately protective
for the wool growing and wool manufacturing industries.

THE TARIFF ON WOOL.

The value of wool varies widely because of the difference in quality and
condition, quality being used here to designate the fineness of the fiber, lensxth.

and strength of staple, color, elasticity, and spinning qualities. Wool as it

comes from the sheep's back varies widely in condition because of the varying
quantity of foreign materials, burrs, seeds, and shives present, but one of the
most important factors in the condition of grease wool affecting its value per
pound for manufacturing purposes is the quantity of natural grease, dirt, and
other substances on the fiber that are removed by the process of scouring. The
substances removed by scouring wool vary widely from say 80 to 15 per cent
of tlie original grease weight, making the yield or " scoured content " from 20
to 85 per cent. This varying shrinkage in scouring, combined with the varia-
tion in quality, results in extreme variations in the value of .^rciise wool per
pound.

SPECIFIC DUTY ON GUEASE WOOL.

The effect of placing a uniform specific duty -on grease wool subject to such
wide variations in value is self-evident. Tt results in enormous vari;uious in
the ad valorem equivalents, as is shown at any sale of any considerable quan-
tity of wool; for example, 60,000,000 pounds of unwashed wool sold at London
at the time (1909) the lust protective tariff was framed. Exclusive of the
small quanUty of wool sold for less than 6 cents per pound, the highest and
lowest prices at that sale and the .specific duties imposed at that time with
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their ad valorem equivalents were as follows, the other prices qjicl duties rang-
ing between these extremes

:

Unwashed wool, 60,000,000 pounds.
Highest price, 47 cents per pound.
Specific duty, 11 cents per pound.
Ad valorem equivalent, 23.4 per cent per pound.
Lowest price, 6 cents per pound.
Specific duty, il cents per pound.
Ad valorem equivalent, 184 per cent per pound.

The specific duty, when reduced to a percentage of the market value, which
measured the utility of the wool for supplying human necessities, varied from
23 cents to $1.84 on a dollar. The purchaser of a thousand dollars' worth of
the 47-eent wool at London was able to bring it into the United States by pay-
ing a duty of $234, while the purchaser of a thousand dollars' worth of the
6-cent wool could bring it into the United States only by paying a duty of
$1,840.

In order to illustrate in more detail the effects of a specific duty on grease
wool, we have classified according to price the 12,000,000 pounds of grease wool
sold March 12-17, 1914, at the last London wool auction held before the war,
and calculated the ad valorem equivalent of the Payne-Aldrich specific duty of
11 cents per pound and of the so-called " emergency " specific duty of 15 cents
per pound for each value with the following result:

Ad valorem equivalents of specific duties applied to 35,05Jf bales {12,000,000
pounds) of grease wool sold at London Mar. 12-11, lOl'i.

[Prices in cents per pound at S4 per pound sterling.]

Bales.
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ing the 46 years that, wifh a brief interruption, it w as in force. Of the two main
branches of wool manufacturing in the United States, one, the worsted industry,
using wool of long staple, found in foreign markets an ample supply of raw
material, in the form of light shrinl^ing wool, which could be imported at a
duty that was but a fraction of its value; while the other, the carded woolen
industry, in which wools of shorter staple were used, found that its supply
of raw material was mainly in the form of heavy shrinking wool which could
not be imported at all, because the specific duty per grease pound was equivalent
to several times its value, raising the cost of the wool far above what the
carded woolen mills could afford to pay for it.

A KECOED OF DISCEIMINATION AND SPECIAL PniVILEGE.

The destructive effects of this discrimination against the carded woolen indus-
try and the artificial stimulation of the worsted industry by special privilege

under Schedule K of 1S67 are known to everyone conversant with the manu-
facture of wool goods during the 40 years from 1870 to 1910. During these four
decades the carded woolen and worsted branches of the industry were subject
to a combination of influences in addition to those resulting from the inequality
of the tariff law. Among these were fashion and the more recent introduction
of worsted processes in this country, both of which favored the more rapid
growth of worsted manufacturing during the period named. These influences
and the discrimination and special privilege under the law were so combined
as to make it impossible to determine the exact effect of each on the two
branches of wool manufacturing. With this explanation, the following table,

compiled from the United States census reports, is submitted to show the con-
trast between the steady decline of the carded woolen industry and the rapid
development of the worsted industry in this period of 40 years, during which
the former was deprived of a large part of the raw material needed for its

products, while the latter was able to secure an ample supply at a cost far below
what Schedule K was popularly supposed to permit.
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been oppressed under the law, has, likewise, placed a heavy burden upon
the great mass of the people in this country. We ask that this injustice shall
not again be legalized by. the wool schedule. If it is, we believe that after
another period of agitation, the voters, now numbering the women as well as
the men, will again sweep it from the statute book.
In addition to admitting raw material for one branch of wool manufactur-

ing at a low duty and excluding raw material for another branch of the same
industry by a high duty, the specific tariff on grease wool had another dis-
criminatory effect. It was framed on the assumption that 3 pounds of un-
washed wool was equivalent to 1 pound of scoured wool, that an 11-cent
specific duty on grease weight was equivalent to a 33-cent specific duty on
scoured wool. The importation of light-shrinking wool yielding approximately
2 pounds scoured for every 3 pounds of the unwashed weight, swept away
one-half of the theoretical duty per scoured pound. As 3 pounds of grease
wool, paying a duty of 33 cents, yielded 2 pounds of scoured instead of 1
pound, the duty per scoured pound became 16J cents instead of the imaginary
33 cents.

The specific duty, on grease excluded the heavy-shrinking wool from the
United States.

It deprived the carded-woolen industry of access to raw materials in foreign
markets.

It admitted light-shrinking wool at a comparatively low duty.
It gave the worsted mills access to an ample supply of light-shrinking wool

suited to their requirements at a low duty.
It deprived the woolgrowers of the protection they expected.
Practically no wool shrinking more than 55 per cent was imported, a large

part of it shrinking much less. Before leaving this part of the subject, let us
examine a summary of over 10,000,000 pounds of grease wool imported be-
tween 1905 and 1911 by a representative American mill. (Tariff Board report
on Schedule K, pp. 887-891.)
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Under the tlieii prevailinp; siiocifir duty on wool ii thousand doUais' woitli of

the 61-cent scoured wool could be brought into the TTnited States by the pay-

ment of ii duty of $540, while a thousand dollars' worth of the 8-cent wool could

be brought in oidy by the payment of a duty of $4,TJ0. Both of these rates were
prohibitoi-y. The 54 per C(nit duty was as effective in excluding scoured wool as

was the 412 per cent duty, but these extremes are given liere in order to illustrate

the inequality and the inherent Injustice of a specific duty based on either the

grease weight or the scoured weight of wool.
Without the proviso limiting the duty on wool to :!"i per cent ad valorem,

paragraph 1102 of the Fordney bill placing a specific duty of 25 cents per pound
scoured on wool would supply a good illustration of the variations under a

specific duty on scoured wool, as will be seen by the ad valorem equivalents of

the 25-cent scoured weight duty on wool of different values.

Value (cents per pound) : 25-eent duty.

60 41 i)er cent.

70 36 per cent.

80 31 per cent.

90 " 28 per cent.

Value (cents per pound) : 25-cent duty.

10 250 per cent.

20 125 per cent.

30 83 per cent.

40 , 62 per cent.

50 50 pet cent. 100 25 per cent.

A glance at table with duties ranging from 25 to 250 per cent ad valorem re-

veals the Inherent injustice of a specific duty on scoured wool. If a specific duty
if 33 cents per scoured pound were imposed the ad valorem equivalents would
range from 33 to 330 per cent.

FOKDNEY DUTY ON THE " SCOURED CONTENT."

Before the rates on wool, tops, yarn, and cloth can be adjusted to give-the re-

quired protection without discrimination against or special privilege to any
branch of wool manufacturing, it is necessary to determine on what valuation
the rates are to be based. The proposed change from the foreign value to the
American, from a customary standard on which experience is based, to a new
standard with which there is little or no experience to serve as a guide, introduces
into the tariff problem an element of uncertainty.
Take the raw wool for illustration. The United States produces less than one-

half of the wool consumed, and if the people are to continue to be as well clothed
with wool as in the past, a large quantity of foreign wool will have to be im-
ported. As no one will knowingly import anything that costs more than It is

worth, it Is certain that under ordinary conditions the American value of im-
ported wool will be equal to the sum of the foreign cost, import charges. dut.v, and
profit. The Fordney bill limits the duty on wool to 35 per cent ad valorem,
American valuation, so that the foreign cost and import charges will constitute
65 per cent of an American value without allowance for profit, which is calcu-
lated would raise the American value still higher and further Increase the duty.
Omitting profit from the calculation, $1 worth of wool in a foreign market and
the import charges of 11 per cent would amount to $1.11. This $1.11 being e.""

per cent of the value in the United States, the Americjin value is (.$l.llH-.fi5)

$1.71, on which the r!5 per cent duty based on American value is ( Sl.TI X.3">)

60 cents, or 60 per cent of the foreign value

:

Foreign value $1.00
Import charges . n
35 per cent duty, Amei-lcan value .60

Total cost 1. 71

If an allowance of 5 per cent of the American value is made for profit, the
duty, 35 per cent, and profit, 5 per cent, will amount to 40 per cent, and the
$1.11 will be 60 per cent (100 per cent — 4(» per cent) of the American value,
which will then be nuide up as follows

:

Foreign value ._.. $1.00
Import charges __ ,

'yy

35 per cent duty, American value _ |(55
5 per cent profit _

] 09

Total cost 1 85
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The last calculation shows that the allowance of 5 per cent for profit increases
the 3.) per cent American valuation duty from 60 to 65 per cent of the foreign
valuatioH.
On this conservative basis let us examine the effects of the Fordney wool dutv.

In its present form with the proviso limiting the duty on wool to 35 per cent ad
valorem, paragraph 1102 of the Fordney bill supplies an unusually good illus-
tration of the effectsijf specific and ad valorem duties on wool. The accompany-
ing table shows the Fordney rates applied to wools varying in American value
from $1.30 to 30 cents per scoured pound ; the Fordney rate of 35 per cent on the
American value being taken as equal to 60 per cent of the foreign value. As a re-
sult of the ad valorem limit, the 25-cent specific duty is in effect on wool valued in
the United States at 71t cents or more per pound, the ad valorem duty being in ef-
fect on wool valued at 71" cents or less per pound. The 60 per cent ad valorem duty
on the wools below this dividing line results in a duty in exact proportion to the
value of the wools, the duty paid increasing as the value of the wool increases.
Above the dividing line the 25-cent specific duty is effective, and as a result the
ad valorem equivalent decreases as the value increases ; Avith American valuation,
from 35 per cent on 71? cents wool to 19 per cent on wool valued at $1.30 per
pound ; with foreign valuation, from 60 per cent on the 71f cent wool to 26J per
cent on the $1.30 wool. Below the dividing line the duty collected under the ad
valorem rate increases, as it should, with the value; above the line, the duty col-,

lected remains the same regardless of the increase in the value for manufactur-
ing purposes.

Foreign
value,

cents per
pound.
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agreed upon to the owners of the wool and charge it to the mills using the wool.

We have obtained for your information a statement of the experience of the
French Government in connection with tliese transactions in wool. This state-

ment, of which a translation is attaclied to thin brief, was prepared by M. Robert
Dantzer, who was in cliarge of tlie testing of textile materials for the French
quartermaster general's department during the war. He is a man of long
experience as a mill manager and professor in French textile schools, and is

now in the French Service de la, Keconstitutlon, being specially assigned to

the branch having charge of the restoration of the devastated sections of the
French textile industry. He is thus specially fitted by experience in textile

manufacturing and by personal contact with the testing of grease wool to

give us the exact information required in order to determine the practicability-

of the " scoured content " duty provided by the Fordney bill. We will submit
this statement in the original French if you desire. We asli you to study care-

fully the complete report and will give here a summary of the conclusions
from the experience of the French Government which Mons. Dantzer reports:

1. The estimates of the " scoured content " by experts can not be relied upon

;

2. Laboratory tests of small samples are also unreliable ; and
3. The only reliable test of the " scoured content " of grease wool, consi.sted

in scouring, under careful inspection, at the mill where the wool was to be used,
a large part of each lot of wool, at least 2,200 pounds, 1 bale in every 16 in the
case cited by Mons. Dantzer.
The experience of France in this worlv corresponds with our own. and we

wish to direct attention to what this means in the administration of the Fordney
specific tariff on the " scoured content " of grease wool.
To begin with, it will be necessary to define the term " scoured content."

Is it the absolutely dry wool fiber, free from grease, water, and foreign matter?
If not, what percentage of the absolutely dry weight is to be allowed for mois-
ture and fatty material? After these essentials have been fixed as a basis for
the' "scoured content," it will be necessary to scour and " cond tion " at least
one sixteenth of every lot of wool imported into the United States in order to
determine its official " scoured content " for tariff purposes. I ask that you
examine that part of Mons. Dantzer's report in wh'ch he explains the laborious
and complicated character of these tests, and then consider that if the " scoured
content " duty on wool had been in force in 1919, the testing of one-sixteenth
of the wool imported would have necessitated the selection, sorting, scour;ng,
drying, and conditioning under Government supervision at the mills where
the wool is consumed of 27,804,836 pounds of wool, conssting of a vast number
of lots of different sizes. An altei-native to this method is the establishment
of official wool-scouring plants at the ports of entry for determining the
".scoured content" of imported wool, regardless of whether unwashed, washed,
or commercially scoured, as it would be necessary to bring all the wool to the
same " scoured-content " basis.

No scheme of ths kind has ever been established in any country at any time.
It is only necessary to state what it necessitates in order to recognize its utter
impracticability.

Suppose, however, that a " scoured-content " duty is actually made a law.
Disregarding tlie insuperable dlfiiculties of admnistration, the Opiwrtunities
for ffaud and the certainty of erroi-s, what would a " scoured-content '" duty
mean when applied to the wool as it comes from the sheep's back? In order
to obtain a fairly accurate answer to this question we have classified according
to price the 1,200,000 pounds of Australian and New Zealand scoured wool sold
at the last London wool auction before the war and applied to eacli value the
25 cent Fordney duty so far as it is applicable, the 33-cent duty without anv
ad valorem limit, which the representatives of the American wooi growers have
recommended at the hearings, and the 45-cent dut.\' under the existiug law •

Digitized by Microsoft®
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Specific duties on " scoured content " applied to 6,359 bales (1,200,000 pounds)
of scoured wool sold at London Mar. 12-17, lOVi.

[Prices in cents per pound at S4 per pound sterling.l
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of wool, no uiatlei- wliat its cDiKJition, whether unwashed, washed, or seoureil,

jind regardless ol' the many cliaracteristics that make up what is "liere called

qualit,v, represents at an.v slven time the same Intrinsic worth liased on the

capability of wool to supi)ly th(> wants of the people. The dollar's worth of

wool is the unit, not only by which the injustice of specific duties is .judged but.

on which any fair rate of duly must necessarily be based. Only two ol).iections

to an ad valorem duty on wool have been advanced. One is that it would enable

importers to defraud the (iovernment by undervaluation. The other is that ad
valorem duties decrease as values decline, and consequently Kive the least pro-

tection when pi'otection is most needed.

THE (JUESTION OF UNDBKVALUATION.

First, as lo unacrvii.luation : Wool is a stajjle article of connnercc whose value

is well known to a laVf;e numbei- of dealers and manufacturers. It can not he

materiiiUy undervalued without uross neglect or criminal collusion on the part
(if the custoiiis officers. Suiiixjse, for example, that an a<l valorem duty of 50

per cent is placed on wool, and that a lot of wool who.se real value is .1!] 00,000

and on which the rightful dut.\- is $50,000 passed through the custondiouse at

$90,000, an undervaluation of 10 per cent, the duty actually collected being
.$4.5,000. In this exceptional case the Government loses $5,000 by a fraudulent
act which could and should have been prevenleil by the vigilance of the customs
authorities. Ni>w let us turn to the '' scoured-content " duty and assume, for the
purpose of illustration, that such a duty is practicable (which it is not), that
a specific duty of 25 cents jier scoured pound is placed on wool, and that two
lots of scoured wool are imported, each worth .$100,000, one lot consisting of

200,000 pounds of wool, valueil at .50 cents a pound, and the other ]00,(HM(

jKumds, valued at $1 per pound.
The 25-cent " scoured content " duty on the first lot of wool amounts to $-50,-

000, equal to .50 jicr cent of the value of the wool, while the 25-cent " scoured-
content " <luty on the second lot amounts to only $25,000, equal to only 25 per
cent of the value of the wool.

Ifnder the ad valorem duty of 50 per cent it is possible only by fraiul oi- gross
neglect on the part of the customs authorities for the duty to be reduced as
nuich as $5,000. Under the " scoured-content " duty of 25 cents a pound the
tariff law itself legalizes a rciluction (if $25,000 in the duty on the higher priceil
wool.

Foreign value.
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pound. Why? Not because of a long-consulered and deliberate intention of its
franiers to uisike any part of the wool duty ad valorem, but because of tlie deter-
mination of tlie House of Representatives to make it fair. The long-considered
and deliberate intention was to make the wool tarilf specific, based eitlier on
the grease weight or the scoured weight, but when it came to the point of
reaching a decision the impossibility of framing a fair tariff on wool on a
specific basis, forced the adoption of the ad valorem principle.

WOOL BY-PRODUCTS.

In addition to wool, "the raw materials of the woolen and worsted industry
consist of reclaimed wool and by-products of the wool-manufacturing process,
the most important of the latter being noils and yarn or thread waste. We
give here a list of 18 samples of by-products, with the prices at which they were
offered for sale in Boston on August 2, 1921, and the Fordney specific duty
with its ad valorem equivalent.

Name.
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low-priced materials. Below is a table showing the effect of the Fordney rates

on a few grades of reclaimed wool as quoted in a recent marliet report

:

Woolen rags.
Price
100

pounds.

Rough cloth
Mixed softs

Dark worsteds
Blue serges
Black serges.......
Grey underwear...
Blue worsted clips
Black serge clips .

.

Duty
100

pounds.

$1.50
4.50
5.00
6.50
8.50
15.50
17.00
21.00

Fordney.

S6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Ad va-
lorem
equiva-
lent.

Per a.
400
133
120

I 92
71
39
37
29

Woolen rags.
Reclaimed wool.

Black worsted clips.

Reclaimed wool
Dark cloth
Light cloth
Black serges
Light hoods
White softs

Price
100

pounds.
Duty
100

pounds.

$27.00

12.00
laoo
25.00
30.00
36.00

Fordney.

Ad va-
lorem
equiva-
lent.

Perct.
$6.00 J 22

.1.

14.00 '

14.00 I

14.00 I

14.00 I

14.00

117

77
56
47

The only remedy for these inequalities is to place the same ad valorem duty
on reclaimed wool as is placed on new wool and wool by-products.

TABIFF ON TOPS, YARN, AND CLOTH.

The rates on partly manufactured products, tops, yarns, and on the finished

goods should accomplish two objects

:

,

. (1) Provide for a compensatory duty that shall be as nearly as possible
equal to the duty on the raw material used in making the manufactured prod-
uct, in order that so far as raw material is concerned, the American manufac-
turer may be on an equality with his foreign competitoi', who uses wool free
of duty.

(2) I'rotect the manufacture of wool goods in the United States against the
lower cost of manufacturing abroad.

ACCUKATE COMPENSATOBY DUTY IMPOSSIBLE ON SPECIFIC BASIS.

A duty on wool makes it necessary to place a duty on manufactures of wool
equal to the duty on the wool from which the goods are made, in order that
the American wool manufacturer may be placed on an equality with his for-
eifjn competitor in the purchase of his raw material. To place a duty on wool
without balancing it with an equal compensatory duty on goods would give
the foreign manufacturer an advantage that would enable him to drive the
American manufacturer out of business, at the same time depriving the Ameri-
•can wool grower of protection by allowing foreign wool to be imported free
•of duty in the form of manufactured goods.

Wool and by-products vary so widely in condition and value, and partly and
wholly iinished wool goods ditfer so widely in construction, that it is impos-
sible to adjust a compensatory duty on cloth so as to be even approximately
equal to a specitic duty on wool and by-products. This fact is so evident as
hardly to need a demonstration. For years a compensatory duty to balance
an 11 -cent specific duty on wool was based on the theory that it required four
pounds of wool to make a pound of cloth. This theory was in couUict with
the multiplication table. No wool was imported of which more than approxi-
mately three pounds was used to malce a pound of all new wool cloth, while
two pounds of a large part of the imported wool made a poimd of new wool
cloth. Furthermore, as the compensatory duty was applied to goods made in
part of wool, instead of using four pounds or even two pounds to make a
pound of clolh, only a small fraction of a pound of wool was required to
make a pound of many of the fabrics composed largely of cotton.

If the (Jommittee on Finance desires proof of the Impossibility of adjusting
a compensatory duty to balance n specittc duty on grease wool, any wool manu-
facturers can easily supply it by a statement of the number of pounds of grease
wool required to make 1,000 pounds of each of the various fabrics in process
of manufacture in his mill.

The following tabulation taken from manufacturing records, which could be
extended indefinitely, shows the number of pounds of grease wool required
for 1,000 pounds of each of five wool fabrics'. The first fabric, on which the

Digitized by Microsoft®
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compensatory and wool duties nre equal, was made of heavy-shrinking wool.
Or the otlier rour fabrics, on which the compensatory duty is in excess of the
wool duty, two were made of light-shrinking wools and two of mixtures of wool
and cotton.

Cloth weighing 1,000 pounds.

Woolen oassimere
E. 11 cents worsted serge
A25 worsted serge
A96 cotton warp dress goods
A22 cotton worsited

,

Compen-
satory
44 cents

per
pound.

$440
440
440
440
440

Grease
wool
con-

sumed.

Pounds.
3,996
2,311
1,908
1,079
357

Wool
duty 11
cents per
pound.

$435. 16
254.21
209.88
118.69
39.27

An illustration of the failure of a compensatory duty to balance a specific
duty on grease wool is Supplied by the Fordney compensatory duties. The the-
ory on which the Fordney compound duties on cloth are based is that the spe-
cific rates are the compensatory duty, while the ad valorem rates provide the
protection for the manufacturer. The compensatory specifics begin with 20
cents on cloth valued at not more than 75 cents and are raised by three steps
to 36 cents on cloth valued at more than $2.50 per pound. These steps are an
expedient for giving a specific duty the merit of the ad valorem system, the
specific tariff rate being increased at intervals as the value rises. Assuming
for the purpose of illustration that the cost of wool cloth on a Iree-wool basis
is made up of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion, and that the
Fordney wool duty of 35 per cent ad valorem on American valuation (60 per
cent on the foreign value) of the wool, the Fordney compensatory duties on
cloths and on the wool in the cloths show the following comparison in cents
per pound of cloth

:

Comparison of Fordney compensatory duties on cloth irith thf compensatory
duties required on foreiyn clofli,.

Value of
cloth.

40
50
60
70
75,

80,

Duty on
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AI) VAT.OREJt DUTY THE ONLY ACCITRATE BAST.S FOB A COMPE.N'SATOEY DUTY.

Specifle rluties on \vool, wliellier on tlie Ri-ease weisht or " scoured content,"

being out ol' the (lueKtion, there remains the question of adjusting a compen-

satory duty to balance nn ad valorem duty on wool. This adjustment can be

made with a hisli degree of precision, the only variable factor being the relative

proportion between the cost of raw nmli'iial and the cost of conversion in the

value of the manufactured goods.
If this proportion were constant the adjustment of the compensatoiy duty

could be made with absolute precision. If, for exiimple, the value of the foreign

goods consisted of 50 per cent for \\'ool and 50 per cent for conversion, an ad
valorem duty of 60 per cent on wool, as provided by the Fordney bill, would be

balanced exactly by (0.60X0..50) 30 per cent ad valorem on cloth. The raw
material cost, however, varies to a certain extent with the construction of

different fabrics. If the cost of a cloth consists of 60 per cent for wool and
40 per cent for conversion, an ad valorem duty of 60 per cent on wool would
be equal to an ad valorem compensatory duty of (0.60X0.60) 36 per cent on

goods, so that a 30 per cent ad valorem compensatory duty which would balance
the wool duty exactly in the first case would be 6 pei' cent below the required com-
pensatory in the second case.

Even this variation is very slight when compared with the wide variations
that are unavoidable witli specific duties. But in practice the actual variation
of tlie ad valorem compensatory is reduced to a negligible amount by the fact
that a protective rate is also placed on cloth to balance the increase in the
Amei'ican conversion cost above tlie foreign cost of conversion. As a result
the variation of an ad valorem compensatory duty from the required amount
is determined, not by tlie variation in the relative proportion of cost of wool
in the cost of goods, but by a small fraction of the difference between the
ad valorem rate on wool and the percentage of increase in the American con-
version cost above the foreign conversion cost, this fraction being the difference
between the assumed proportion of the cost of wool in the goods and the actual
cost. To make this clearer we will assume that the ad valorem compensatory
duty is based on a 60 per cent duty on wool, the assumed cost proportions
of 50 per cent for wool and .50 per cent for conversion, and on an American
conversion cost 100 per. cent higher than the foreign conversion cost. We will
also assume that we have three fabrics, with the relative cost of wool and
conversion as follows: (1) .50 per cent wool, 50 per cent conversion. (2) 60 per
cent wool, 40 per cent conversion. (3) 40 per cent wool, 60 per cent conversion.
The rates required on these three cloths would be as follows

:

No. 1

No. 2
No. 3

Coiupensatory.

(0.60X0.60) 30 per cent.

(0.60X0.60) 36 per cent.

(0.40X0.60) 24 per cent.

Protective.

(0.,')0X1.00)60perc6nt..
(0.40X1.00) 40 per cent..
(0.60X1.00) 60 per cent..

Total
rate on
cloth.

Per cenl.

SO
76
S4

This comparison shows that while the compensatory rate required viries
16 per cent from 30 to 24 per cent and the protective rate required varies
10 per cent from 50 to 60 per cent, these variations partiallv oftset each ."herso that the resulting variation in the total ad valorem rates required onHie three cloths is only 8 per cent, the extremes, 76 per .cnt and S4 per "entvarying only 4 per cent from the rate based on the 50-50 prop.,rtHWs of thecast of No. 1 fabric on which the coinpen.satory and protectivi duiesa^ basedThis variation of 4 per cent for all practice 1 purposes is negligible Vs ihehree fabrics represent approxhnately the extreme variation? encounteredIn prac ice, the a ,<no comparison proves condusixely that ad valonun dutieson ^^•ool and cloth enable both roinponsatory and protective rates t 1 e ad^.lusted with a N CO' high H.'^rec of precision to the rat.>s actual n required onall wool fabrics of dift'erent constructions.

itquiieci on

COMPENSATOHY DITTIES OX SllXKD GOODS.

There '•emains the problem of ad.histing the compensatorv dutv on fabrics
_

composed of mixtures of wool and of other libers. The concealed protection that
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necessarily results from trating these iiiixed fabrices as all wool is not only
objectionable in itself, but lias done much to bring the cause of protection
into disrepute. We suggest that, in order to overcome this difficulty, the
compensatory rate on goods be adjusted to the proportion of wool found in
each imported fabric. As it is impossible to determine for tariff purposes the
value of the wool in a fabric, we suggest that the adjustment be based on the
proportion of wool by weight in the goods.

If this plan is adopted the reduction of the ad valorem compensatory rate
on mixed goods should be so graduated as to take into account the reduction
in the value of mixed goods, due to the lower cost of the fibers mixed with wool.

PROTECTIVE DUTIES ON WOOL GOODS.

The inherent defects of a specific duty, extreme fluctuation in the ad valorem
equivalents with the heaviest burden always on the lowest priced materials,
are as serious in the case of wool manufactures as when applied to wool.
The Fordney bill attempts to mitigate these defects in three ways : By combin-
ing an ad valorem rate with the specific, by increasing the specific rate at
certain points as the, value increases, and by increasing the ad valorem rates
at the same points. In spite of these makeshifts, the Fordney rates on cloth
still show great irregularities, low-priced goods bearing the heaviest duties,
while the lower duties on the medium and high priced goods fall short of pro-
viding the necessary protection for the American industry. Furthermore, the
sudden increases in the rates are most objectionable. For example, cloth,
valued in the United States at $1.25 per pound, pays a duty of 25 cents a
pound and 21 per cent ad valorem, equal to 41 per cent ad valorem. If valued
at $1.26 per pound or 1 cent a pound more, it pays a duty of 30 cents a pound
and 24 per cent ad valorem equal to 48 per cent ad valorem.

ADJUSTING THE PKOTECTIVE DUTY.

An ad valorem duty is the only permissible form for the protective rate on
goods and it can be adjusted in the way already explained for the adjustment of
the compensatory duty. The illustration then used shows also the adjustment
of the ad valorem protective rate, so that no additional explanation is required.
This arrangement of ad valorem duties, which has been explained for wool

and cloth, is applicable as well to tops and yarn, the principles being the same,
and the only modification being that due to t"lie greater proportion of the cost
of tops or yarn represented by the cost of the wool.

Protective duties on partly and wholly manufactured wool goods should be
in proportion to the American conversion cost. As the process of manufacture
advances, the products should be protected by duties that increase progressively
with the increase in the cost of manufacturing the different products, tops,

roving, yarn, and finished goods. In this way protection will be provided, while
discrimination and special privilege will be avoided between the different sec-

tions of wool manufacturing, of which the finished product of one constitutes
the raw material of another. This principle of protective tariff adjustment is

based on the reasonable assumption that the foreign conversion costs at the
successive stages of manufacturing bear a constant ratio to the corresponding
American conversion costs.

NECESSARY INFORMATION AS TO COSTS.

To apply this principle of tariit adjustment it Is necessary to have the facts

regarding domestic costs of production at the different stages of the woolen
and worsted industry. In securing this information the Government should re-

spect the right of the individual manufacturer to refuse consent to the publica-

tion of statements of mill costs, which are rightly the most jealously guarded
information relating to manufacturing operations. The facts must come from
every branch of the industry, carded woolen and worsted, with the subdivisions,

tops, yarn, and fabrie.manufacture. They must also come from mills compris-

ing a large enough proportion of each industrial branch to make the informa-

tion representative of the entire industry. Your committee can easily obtain

this information by -requiring every wool manufacturer to reply to a question,

naire that calls only for the essentials, no part of the data being made public

in such a form as to enable it to be connected with any mill.

This plan does not contemplate any investigation of foreign costs or any at-

tempt to determine the difference, between production cost in this country and

abroad. Its only object is to obtain in a simplified form authentic information
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regarding the raw material and conversion costs of partly and wholly manu
factured wool goods. This may appear to you to be too great a task to be com-
pleted in time for the pending revision. If nonessentials are eliminated by

framing the questionnaire so that each manufacturer will know exactly what
you require, we believe that the inquiry will save time instead of delaying

the work of making the protective tariff what it should be.

THE AD VALOREM RATE ON WOOL.

The Carded Woolen Manufacturers Association has no recommendation to

make as to the particular rate of duty to be placed on wool. Any ad valorem
duty on wool that is satisfactory to the woolgrowers, to Congress, and to the

American people will be satisfactory to us. We have explained the method of

adjusting both compensatory and protective duties on an ad valorem basis with
a high degree of precision. We have urged that the compensatory duty on
mixed goods be reduced to conform to the amount required. We have used our
best judgment in suggesting a protective rate on cloth that would mark the line

of safety in these extraordinary times without proving excessive. It remains
for Congress to decide upon the ad valorem protective duty on wool and ad-

just the compensatory rate to conform to it in order to complete a system of

duties on wool and wool goods which will be adequately protective and fair to

all producers and consumers.
While we are not making any recommendation as to the particular rate to be

placed on wool, we suggest that 50 per cent ad valorem, foreign valuation,

would provide adequate protection to the woolgrowing industry without impos-
ing any serious burden on the consumers or the manufacturing industry.

FIXING TH^ KATES ON GOODS.

The rates on wool and wool goods that have- been mentioned have been used
to illustrate methods and principles. We come now to the question of what
rate of duty should be placed on wool goods. The compensatory rate required
is more easily determined than is the rate required for protecting the American
manufacturer who converts the raw material into goods. The increase in the
cost of Imported wool is indicated exactly by the ad valorem rate on wool.
The particular rate required for protection, on the other hand, depends on a
number of widely fluctuating factors, some of which it is impossible to deter-
mine at any given time. Among these are normally the lower cost of labor,

mill construction, and all the itfems that make up the foreign conversion cost.

Added to this is the dumping of foreign goods at cut prices on the American
market, which Is common even under what may be called normal conditions.
At the present time there are added to the above influences a number of ex-
traordinary factors resulting from the World War, all combining to threaten
every branch of the American industry, woolgrowing as well as wool manu-
facturing, with a -foreign competition that has never before been approached
in intensity.

The wool-manufacturing countries of Europe are in an impoverislied condi-
tion ; some of them believed to be bankrupt. They owe the United States ap-
proximately $16,000,000,000, on which tlie annual interest charse is. say,
$800,000,000, and are also under the necessity of making huge purchases of raw
materials and foodstuffs. Although unable to pay their debts in cash they pos-
sess manufacturing Industries of immense capacity, particularly in the produc-
tion of textiles. These manufactured products provide the only means by
which European countries can purchase needed raw materials, pay the interest
on the debts, and reduce the principal due the United States. They must pay
in goods or not at all. Thus it is as certain as nnythins in trade can be that
for an indefinite period the woolen and worsted mills of the United States will
be exposed to foreign competition on a scalp never before experienced by any
country in the history of the world.

These are the extraordinary conditions wliicli determine the foreign compe-
tition against which the tariff that is now beinir I'ranicil must protect the
American woolen and worsted industry, if that industry is not to be ruined.
We reject as nnwortliy of sei-ious consldiM-alioutlio proposal urged by the inter-
national banking interesls (hat Europe's huge debt to the United States should
be paid by the exportation of European goods to this country. The physical,
moral, and intellectual well-being of a pp(>pU> depends upon their being steadily
employed In occupations suited to their varied talents. I^et them be thrown
into icjleness, even though foreign countries are shipping manufactured goods
in vast quantities in payment of war and bankers' debts, and widespread ruin
with danger of the subversion of the fJoverument, will be the result. These
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are the reasons why we reject the plan to allow Europe to pay her debts to us
with manufactured goods. Far better for the United States that the European
debt should be canceled, than that our industrial fabric should be ruined. The
protection of the American manufacturing industry is the first essential, and
we ask you to place a protective duty on wool goods by which that object will

be attained.
Taking into consideration the normal necessity for protection and the extra-

ordinary conditions of which the depreciation of foreign exchange is the visible

sign, we ask that, in addition to the confpensatory duty on goods required to

balance the duty on wool, a protective rate of 50 per cent of the foreign value,

or its equivalent, be placed on wool cloths. This rate is based on a foreign
conversion cost equal to 50 per cent of the total cost of the cloth and also equal

to one-half of the conversion cost in American mills. In view of the abnormal
industrial conditions throughout the world and the foreign competition expe-

rienced by American wool manufacturers under the Wilson bill with 40 per
cent and 50 per cent ad valorem on wool cloths, we believe that this protective

rate of 50 per cent ad valorem based on the foreign value is the minimum of

safety, and that any reduction below that rate will result in foreign competi-

tion ruinous to the American industry.

Starting with our suggested rate of 50 per cent ad valorem, foreign valua-

tion on wool, with a cost basis of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for con-

version, the duty on cloth, including both the compensatory and protective rates,

is 75 per cent ad valorem.
On the cost basis of 70 per cent for wool and 30 per cent for conversion, the

duty on yarn, including both the compensatory and protective rates, calculated

as already explained, is 65 per cent.

Thus starting with 50 per cent ad valorem on wool, the ad valorem rate_on

yarn is 65 per cent, and that on cloth 75 per cent.

AN APPEAt, FOR JUSTICE.

In the framing of anv tariff the first consideration is that it shall be fa^r to

all producers and consumers. This prnciple of justic to all under the law

should-be not only the foundation but the framework and the capstone of every

structure. This may sound like a plat:tude, but the principle of fair play has

suffered such rude violation in former tariffs on wool and wool goods that it

is well to recall its importance when framing the wool schedule in 1921.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the importance of wool manufacturing m
providing clothing for the people, but in this connection it should not be for-

gotten that wool goods, and consequently wool, are essentials in the defense

of the Nation in time of war. Only three years ago the Un-ted States was at

war and the shortage of the domestic supply of wool, combined with the in-

terruption of ocean transportation, threatened to impair the power of our

armies and navies to suph an extent as to result in defeat and national humili-

ation This experience and the importance of the wool industry in time of

peace' bring home to everyone the realisation of the vital necessity of possess-

ing a self-contained industry in the United States for producing wool and wool

goods To accomplish this result the protective measures adopted must extend

to every p*rt of the industry from the growing of wool to the manufacture

of garments ready for the wearer.
,, , .i,.

We look to you the representatives of all the people, to see that this result

—

an adequately protective tariff based on justice to all—shall be accomplished

without unnecessary delay. A failure to enact such a tariff now will be a calam-

itv not onlv because of the effect of such inequalities as may be incorporated in

the new tariff but to a far greater extent through the disturbance and result-

in^ nnrertaiutv that will accompany the agitation to obtain justice under the

law for such a question as this is never settled until it is setled right.
'

Cakded Woolen MANtrrACTUREUs Association,

Bdwakd Moik, President.

MitLAKD D. Beown, Vice President.

W. A. Dickey, Treasurer.

.TosEPH W. Randall, Secretary.

w. c. hunneman,
Arthur Wheelock,
William Park,

, Ohanning Smith,
FRANK A. Appblt, Directors.
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The Experiknce (ik Fhance in Testing Wool I'OB SiiiUNKAfiE Dorikg the Wah.

[By M. Robort Dantzci-, suporinlciKlent of the woolen mills of B. Ricaleiis Fils, Larroqyp-
d'Olmps, Arlogo, Frame, who waH in charge of the testing of wool and wool goods for
tlir French Govenirnont during the World War.]

T/iirroquc d'Oliiies, ArieKG, I"'raiiii'. July 14, 1921.

Wool is found ill C'oiimuTcc in four conditions: (1) Grease wool, a.s it is

slieiired from tlie slieep ; (2) washert wool, from slicep tliat have been wa.slied

in running streams scverul da.vs before sliearioK (uiiilcr tliis head are also

included tlie pulled wools that have l)eon treated b.v the Mazamet process) ;

(3) partially scoured wools, washed in warm water, a frequent practice in

Australia, and whicli have been freed from a large part of the soluble materials

attached to the grease -wool; and (4) fully scoured wools, from which all

impurities have been removed and which are ready for putting through the ma-
chinery that conveits them into yarn and cloth. The coininercial value of grease
wool in the three fli'st-named conditions depends upon its " yield " of fully

scoured wool.
WOOL IN the GEEASB.

The yield of wool expres.sed in percentage indicates the weight of fully scoured
wool obtained from 100 kilograms of wool either in the grea,se, washed, or
partially scoured. For example, 100 kilos of wool in the grease with a yield

of 42 per cent will yield 42 kilos of fully scoured fiber.

Estimating the yield of a lot of wool is above all a question of practice.

The expert called upon to estimate the yield of wool bases his judgment on
the previous results obtained with wool of the same origin, the accuracy of
His estimate depending upon his experience. This method is, of course, very
expeditious, but lacking in accuracy, being marked b.\' frequent errors. There
are great variations between the yield of a lot of wool as estimated by the
experts and the actuiil yield by scouring. In France during the war of 1914-
1918 the quartermaster's department requisitioned all the wool held by the
growers in the country. The price paid for the wools was 5 francs per kilo

of fully scoured wool. For example, grease wool with a yield of 3.S per cent
was purchased by the Government for (5X.38) 1.90 francs per kilo of grease
wool, and it was then delivered on the same basis to the mannfacturer of
I he cloth. It often oliappened that the expert buying wool for the quarter-
master's department underestimated the yield, the manufacturer being the only
one to benefit from this error. As a result of this abuse, the quartermaster's
department decided, not to deliver the grease wool to the manufacturers until
it had been tested to determine the actual yield, this becoming the established
rule.

Scouring test.—The method of making the test consisted in scouring thor-
oughly a definite part of each lot. This method necessitated a constant inspec-
tion of the testing operations by all those interested in it, and was carried on
with a quantity of wool large enough to represent fairly well the average condi-
tion of the entire lot.

An example will help to explain this method of testing. There was shimied
to a manufacturer of wool cloth 27,035 kilos of wool in the grease. This wool
was obtained by requisition in the department of the Drome and was made np
of six small lots, as follows

:

Lot No.

1

2
3
4

Bales.
Esti-
mated
yield.

Per ct.

39.5
13. .')

43.5
40.

5

Grease
weight.

Kilos.

2, 895.

3

3, 534.

7

1 3, 704. a
917. 5

Scoured
weight.

Kilos.

1, 143. 64
1,537.69
1,611. 46
371.38

Lot No.

Total.

Bales.
Esti-
mated
yield.

Pn et.

43.0
4L>.

Grease
weight.

Kilo.':.

n, X27. a
10,156.4

27, 035.

n

Si-ourod
w oiiiht.

Based on the estimate made by the experts when the grease wool was pur-
chased from the woolgrowcrs, the 27,03.") kilos was invoiced on the basis of
11,464.38 kilos of scoured wool, equal to a yield of ( 11 .4()4.3S^--J7,03ri 1 42.:!(i per
cent. The scouring test was made to verify the accuracy of this estimate yield
of 42.36 per cent and wascarried out with 14 bales of grease wool as follows:
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Bales. nalc>3.

J.iit Nil. !____, 2 Lot Nil
Lot No. 2 2 Lot No. 6_
l.ot No. 3 2
Xot No. 4 11

Equals 1,723 kilos, gross weight.

When these 14 bales were opened and mixed, the tare was found to be 44.8
kilos, leaving a net weight of 1,678.2 kilos of grease wool, this being the weight
(leterniined on the day of purchase and consequently the amount that had been
paid for. When the bales were opened the actual weight of the wool was
found to be only 1,640 kilos, representing a loss of 3S.2 kilos.

Such variations in the weight of grease wool are frequent and account- for
the tolerance of 3 per cent which has been established.
As the estimates by the experts were based on the weight of the wool when

purchased, it was necessary to base the scouring test on the original weight of
1,678.2 kilos in the grease. After desuinting, scouring and drying the 14 bales
of wool the weight of the scoured wool was found to be 613.4 kilos, which by
<lecreusage and conditioning became 629.47 kilos, which made the yield of the
wool as deteiinined by the test (629.47-^1,678.2) 37.-5 per cent.

This result was confirmed later when the figures for the yield of the total
weight of 27,035 kilos were obtained.
Many scouring tests which have been made have shown that the yield indi-

cated by the tests does not vary more than one-half per cent from the actual
yield of the entire lot. A scouring test of this kind is far superior to the judg-
ment of experts. The error of the experts In the case cited was (42.36—
37.5) 4.86 per cent. Scouring tests of a carefully selected imrt of a shipment of
wool i.s a guaranty of accuracy to the buyer and seller, but unfortunately in-

volves a certain expense.

TESTS IN THE LAEOEATOKY.

By reason of the marljed differences in the condition of different parts of a
lot of grease wool due to the variable quantity of moisture and greasy
and earthy materials present, it is absolutely inipossible to affirm that a test

of a small sample of the wool can indicate the exact yield obtained from the
whole lot. The question of the yield of a lot of grease \Vool is very complex and
in order to obtain fairly exact results it is necessary to repeat the tests many
times and to draw a cbufiiderable number of samples that must be selected with
gi'eat care in order that they may represent the average condition of the lot.

In practice it is a peculiarly complicated task to secure these required condi-

tions, a lot of grease wool generally being far from uniform in condition.

Furthermore, the official conditioning houses in France refuse absolutely to

make tests of this kind, contenting themselves with giving tlie results obtained
by a test of the samples of grease wool that were submitted to them, but which
the officials of the conditioning houses did not- themselves draw from the lot

of wool. Thus it will be seen the conditioning houses guarantee the yield of

only the small quantity of the lot which was submitted to them^ the interested

parties—the buyer and seller—having full liberty to ealcufete the yield of the

total quantity of wool. The operation carried on by the conditioning houses is

as follows:
1. Weighing the sample submitted for the test.

2. Sorting the wool: (A) Wool In the grease. (B) Rejections, kempy, fribs,

etc. (C) Various foreign materials falling from the wool—sand, straw, etc.

These three classes of products are weighed separately.

Decreusage and conditioning.—From the sorts (A) and (B) one or several

samples are drawn and subjected to decreusage and conditioning by the usual

methods.
Average yield.—The partial results are combined and the calculation applied

to the entire lot of wool.
,. .

AfipUcdtion.—Take for illustration, a lot tested at the conditioning house at

Mazamet.
. , _ _„, , .,

Net weight of sample as received, 60.580 kilos.
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SOKTING AND WEIGHING. Kilos.

(A) Body sort L 46. 250

(B) Rejections 13. 300
(C) Impurities 0. 87.".

Total 60.42.5

Invisible loss 0. 160

Original weight 60. 585

Two 1,000-gram samples are drawn, one from each of the two sorts (A) and
(B), and after decreasage and conditioning show the following results:

Grams.

(A) Pure wool . 410. 50
Water ^ 155.90
Fatty and foreign matter 433. 60

Total 1, 000. 00
(B) Rejections, pure wool 282.50

Water 166. 70
Fatty and foreign matter 550. 5

Total 1, 000. 00

From these results it is easy to calculate the partial yields

:

Per cent.

(A) Wool absolutely dry 41.05
Wool conditioned at 17 per cent 48.029

This represents the following yield for the body sort of the sample:
46.250X0.48029=22.213 kilos.

Per cent,

(B) Rejections, wool absolutely dry 28.28
Wool conditioned at 17 per cent 33. 088

This represents the following yield for the rejections of the sample:
13.300X0.33088=4.401 kilos.

AVERAGE YIELD.

(A) 46. 250 kilos 22. 213 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.
(B) 13. 300 kilos 4.401 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.

59.55 kilos yields 26.614 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.

Consequently the average yield of the .sample Is ( 26.61 4-J-60..'iS.">) 43.93 per
cent.

It is well to note that the certificate issued by the conditioning house at
Mazamet refers only to the constituents of the sample submitted and is not ap-
plicable to the entire lot of wool from which the sample was drawn. These
restrictions are entirely justified because the composition of a lot of grease
wool is often very heterogeneous and the sample drawn can not be accepted as
representing it. The large quantities of foreign materials sometimes found in
the bales of grease wool have a material effect on the yield of the entire lot.

In this connection I will give the results obtained ifroni a lot of grease wool
from the department Isere, France, on whicli tlie e.xperts had stated the yield
to be 35 per cent

:

KIlcs.

Grease wool, net \vpi,nht 21. S3S, 11

Stones, sanil, vegetable matter, etc., removed by sortiuj; •24.5
Rejections 229. 05
Skin, k(jmj), etc iri! 20

Total .- 268.75

The foreign matter Is ('(pial to 1.i!2 per cent oC the net weight.
-Vfter scouring, dccreiisage, ami cnnditioiiing the yield was 9,451 kilos of

scoured wool, an actual yield of 43.00 per cent. As will be noted, this yield
is 8.09 per cent greater than that slated by tlie experts.
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nf'^Ja^
i-oiulitioiiing house at Vienne also made tests to iletennine the yield

one It +-^
°' grease wool. Four samples, of 500 grams each, were drawn from

mnfil ?i
grease wool of the same oi-igin as the preceding lot, the experts esti-

tfia
•^' '''*' *° ''® *--^25 per cent. The determination of the humidity ofme grease mooI being imposs ble, the examiner proceeded immediately with

uie ilecreusuKe of the samples, reducing them to an absolutely dry weight. The
tour samples, of .-)()() gi-jims each, yielded 238, 240, 243.5 and 247.5 grams, respec-
tively, a total o( 96!).-! gi-anis. This ^eiglit was reduced to a conditioned weight
on the 1( per cent basis: 969.4X1.17=1,134.198 kilos. This shows an average
yield from the samples of 1,134.198-^2,000=56.709 per cent.
When the entire lot was scoured it showed an actual yield of 48.6 per cent,

which was 8.109 per cent less than that determined by the laboratory tests, and
5.9(5 per cent greater than the yield, 42.625 per cent, estimated by the experts.

Furthermore, the tests which have been made on the laboratory basis, have
invariably shown a yield greater than that actually obtained from the entire
lot. It appears that in sp;te of all the precautions that may be taken, there
is always a tendency when drawing the samples to select wool that is cleaner
and lighter shrinking than the average of the lot. For these reasons this
laboratory method of testing has not been adopted in practice. Up to the
present time the great difficulty in drawing samples that will represent the
average condition of an entire .lot of wool presents a problem that has not yet
been solved.

The only conclusion to be drawn from what has been said is that only a test of
at least 1.000 kilograms of grease wool, on an industrial scale, will give a
sufficiently close approximation of the value of a lot of grease wool so far as
its yield is concerned. As for the estimates made by the experts, they are
generally erroneous and always subject to caution.

WASHED WOOL.

•Wools washed on the back of the sheep have been freed from the greater
part of the impurities and soluble materials by rinsing the animals in running
water. This operation takes place a few days before the shearing and imparts
greater uniformity of condition to the wool. Washed wools are sold on a basis
of the yield as fixed by experts and which is always subject to error. I will
give particulars regarding a lot of wool washed on the sheep's back which came
from the Jura region and on which the experts fixed a yield of 74.72 per cent.
This wool was found to be made up as follows

:

Per cent.

Pure wool, absolutely dry 77. 725
Pattv and foreign materials 7.

2

Water 15.075

Total 100.00

When conditioned on a basis of 17 per cent yield of the lot was: 77.725

X

1.17=90.938 per cent.

The underestimating of the yield by the experts was (90.988—74.72) =16.218
per cent.

By reason of the greater uniformity in the condition of wool washed on the
back of the sheep the operations of decreusage and conditioning, when carried

on with samples of 100 to 500 grams, give a fair approximation of the actual
yield of the entire lot. This is also true of wools pulled from sheepskins, as
is done at Mazamet. On the other hand, pulled wools removed from the skins

by chemicals are of an inferior value and are called "pelades." These low-
quality wools carry about 20 per cent of lime.

SCOURED WOOLS.

Wools scoured in warm water are fairly free from grease and impurities and
can be used in the carded woolen industry without further scouring. They are
bought and sold on the basis of a yield fixed by experts whose estimates fre-

quently vary from the actual yield obtained from the entire lot. This is shown
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by the followiug comparison of estiuiale.s and actual results in percentages
obtained from three lots of scoured Australian wool

:
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laringing the same article in ; and if we go to Great Britain it might
be 30 cents for introducing the'same article in the United States. For
that reason ^ve have adopted, wherever it has been possible, a specific
duty in preference to an ad valorem duty. Now, wherein is there •

anything weak in the argument in behalf of the American valuation
system ; that is, if we do not use the American valuation for the mere
purpose of obtaining an excessive tariff duty, but use it for the pur-
pose of equalizing the duties so that the duty on the same article will

.
be practically the same, no matter from whence it is brought into the
United States.

Mr. Dale. Well, as I stated before, I would prefer to wait until
the Government decides what the American valuation is, but I can-
appreciate the force of what you have said in regard to the imports
from different countries with different standards of living, different
standards of costs. In reaching a conclusion on this question of valua-
tion you may find it necessary to take that into consideration. I do
not think, however, that the question should be decided solely on that
consideration.

There may be other things to offset the advantage that you speak
of. In framing a tariff bill I think it would be well for you to realize,

as you probably do, that perfection will never be attained. There
are too many variable factors in the problem. As for the American
valuation plan, I do not want my remarks to be construed as reflect-

ing adversely on it. I want to hold myself neutral on this problem
until I know more about it and I believe the people whom I represent
occupy the same position.

Senator McCumbeb.. Is not the present system manifestly so un-
just as between the different countries that are producing and export-
ing to the United States that we ought to be able to meet that in some
way if we possibly can ?

Mr. Daije. So far as the tariff on wool and wool goods is concerned,
I should say no.

Senator McCumbee. I admit possibly there would be less occasion

for it there.

Mr. Dale. But when it comes to the broad question of the tariff on
everything that is going to be made dutiable, that is something, per-

-haps, that I am not competent to pass upon. So, Senator, without
speaking for or against this American valuation system, I want to

hold the whole matter in suspense until we get such light as, possibly,

you will get through this investigation and which you may not get

by this investiation.
" Senator Smoot. There is one question that I would like to ask you.

I think that I can thoroughly agree with your statements here based
upon the premise you have laid down; that is, the cost of material
being 50 per cent and the cost of conversion being 50 per cent. The
fault in that, however, would be this: We would then be a manu-
facturing country whose cloth is made on a basis of 50 per cent wool
and 50 per cent conversion. It would cut us out of all the finer

class of goods where the conversion cost is 70 per cent and the wool
cost 30 per cent, or else we would have to have a different rate of
duty in order to take care of that class of goods. If we want to be
a 60-50 country, if I may allude to it in that way, I rather think
with ad valorem rates applied it would work out that way. You

86883—22 .5
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must remember that we have to take care of the coarser goods, and

that will require a greater amount of wool. When you get into the

finer grade of goods you must admit that will not take care of that

class of goods.
Mr. DALi;. It has been my experience and the experience of others

that the highest percentage of conversion cost is often found in the

cheapest goods.

Senator Smoot. That is not my own experience.

Mr. Dale. The conversion cost does not sink as rapidly as does

the value of the material.

Senator McCumbee. Do you mean the comparative conversion ?

Mr. Dale. Yes ; the comparative conversion. I think you will find

that on a large number of low-priced fabrics the conversion cost or

the proportionate conversion cost is larger than on many higher-

priced fabrics.

Senator Smoot. That is true if you have mixtures of waste in low-

priced goods. I will not say mungo, but I mean wastes of all kinds

made from odds and ends and everything. That is true in that kind

of goods. For instance, the conversion of blankets does not amount
to more than 50 per cent on account of the low stock and waste that

is used. As to yarn and the thickness of the thread that is used, the

same thing is true ; but I am speaking now of your proposition here

with reference to cloth.

Mr. Dale. Yes.
Senator Smoot. There is where you get into trouble. I suppose,

of course, there has to be a dividing line somewhere that would mark
that diiference. You know that in past tariff bills—I will say this

at least so far as I am personally concerned—the rates have been
upon cloth sometimes higher than I actually knew was necessary on
the ordinary cloth that everybody makes, but they were required to

take care of each class of goods. Of course, under all the other bills

that we passed, it applied to all alike. I wanted simply to call j^our

attention to the fact that I believe that if we want to be a 50-50
country more than likely this would work, although I do not want
to say that these percentages offered by you would be right. I did
offer a tariff bill based upon that as a substitute for the Underwood-
Simmons law. At that time I worked out the compemsatory duty
from wool to tops, from tops to yarn, and from yarn to cloth.

Mr. Dale. Yes; I remember it. I think if you will call for the
infoi'mation which you should have and which I have suggested it

will shed a great deal of light on this point that you have raised.

We have used our best judgment in making these suggestions. You
will find in my analysis of the Tariff Board's report in Schedule K,
which has been published repeatedly in the Congressional Record,
a list of 86 fabrics that were made in our mill. I arranged the fab-
rics according to value per pound, beginning with the lowest price,

and placing opposite each one the percentage of cost for wool and
for conversion. T think if you will look that over you will perhaps
get some suggestions.

Senator Smoot. I think that I have on my wall a map half as big
as that case over there, with, T think, 110 samples of goods, made not
only in this country but in foreign countries. Half were from this
country and comjjiuable goods were made in foreign countries. T

have the cost of each as ascertained by the Tariff Board. As a mat-
ter of fact, I know ^[^^mSh%'mc?mft®
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Mr. Dale, As I recall it, the Tariff Board gave us a report on the

f*'^* °.* <^onverting wool into tops, tops into yarn, and yarn into cloth,
but did not give a report on the cost of converting wool into yarn or
wool into cloth. That was one of the defects in the report.
oenator Smoot. They gave us the report from wool to tops, tops to

jam, and yarn to cloth.
Mr. Dale. Yes ; but how are you going to get from that the per-

centage of wool to cloth when the varn they are figuring on might not
iiave gone into the cloth?

Senator Smoot. You are speaking of conversion cost?
Mr. Dale. Yes.
Senator Smoot. Well, that is true.
Senator La Follette. In the examples which you presented in

jour analysis you had worked them out on the cloth actually manu-
factured, had you not ? I am referring now to the eighty-odd samples
of cloth actually manufactured in your factories.

Mr. Dale. Yes; and with the mill cost.

Senator La Follette. They covered cloths of coarse texture ?

Mr. Dale. Yes ; they covered a wide range of goods.
Senator La Follette. Fine goods as well?
Mr. Dale. Yes; they did.

Senator Smoot. In the bill that I prepared I sent home and got
my cost books at the mill, and it was upon these cost books that I
figured the conversion, each step from wool to cloth.

Senator Walsh. Your own cost book?
Senator Smoot. Yes; my own cost book.
Mr. Dale. I am afraid there is one defect in your costs. You did

not mix enough low stock with your Utah wool.
Senator Siv^or. We did not use it.

Mr. DsLEi'^he cost of converting low-grade stock into, say, 3-run
yarn m.ay be gr&s^ter than the cost of converting a good grade of
Utah wool into 3-nin yarn. The same may be true of converting
low-grade stock and Utah wool into fabrics.

Senator Smoot. The conversion cost would be less, because I did
not have as many breaks in the weave room in making the cloth from
the filling, nor did I have as many breakdowns.

Mr. Dale. Nor in weaving.

Senator Gooding. Going back, Mr. Dale, to the sales of that

scoured wool in London that, I think you said, sold for 8 cents a

pound?
Mr. Dale. Yes; in small quantities.

Senator McCttmbee. In 1911 ?

Senator Gooding. Do you know anything about the condition that

"was in?

Mr. Dale. I do not know. I imagine it was scoured short wool,

suitable for making good cloth; possibly it was scoured locks and

TJIGCGS.

Senator Smoot. I suppose it would come from tag-lock stuff, soaked

out, discolored, and never should have been used for making any-

thing except a mixture.

Senator Gooding. At 8 cents a pound ?

Senator Smoot. Yes.
_ , c ^ r^ ,

ji

Mr. Dale. I want to thank the committeip and senator Gooding tor

your patience and for the time you have given us.
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